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INTRODUCTION.
Anot'her 'book by Bud Rdbinson !
Yes,
Buddie has "just been touichin' the mgh places/'
anid wants to tell you about ·it. You who
have wep't at t!he story of his life in Sunshine
and Smiles, laughed over his Pitcher of Cream,
and shouted as Lazarus came fo:rt!h, will be
glad to go
him to the Mountain Peaks and
see what God bas wrought there. There is not
mudh fo tlhis volume to ma!ke you weep (unless
you are a sinner), not much ro make you laugh,
but you wiU have an opportunity to find and
enjoy a mountain#top experience, which, as
Buddie says, is the best t!hing in this country.
1
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A.

McCONNELL.

DEDICATION.
I lovingly dedicate this !book to my elder
daughter, Little Sallie, who bas been the com·
fort of iher mamma and the joy of her father.
Her life has been so pure and sweet, and the
smiles on her face have been such an inspiration to her papa while he was miles aiway, she
!has encouraged him to go forward with the
work 'Of the Master, and as this hook is a sketch
of the mountain ...top life, may
life of my
precious daughter be
the sunsihine on the
mounttain top. May her life he as pure as fue
dew
falls on the moun1tain, and may she
never lose
gentleness of character and ·that
sweetness of disposition. Her life in our !home
has been one of comfort and satisfaction. Her
love for her mother has been so beautiful. and
her kindness and confidence in her papa has
been suoh a comfort and joy to him, fhat wi1!hout her life would he a burden.
The little, sweet
of her ba•by life will
cling to her
as long as ihe lives. When
she was less than two years old, one day I lay
down on the oot to take a little rest, and she
wan ted 00 go somewhere. She came in and
found a razor strap, and aa I had dropped off
to sleep, s!he struck me in the face as hard as
1
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!die could pound me, and as I waked out df my
sleep she said, "Huddle up da, huddle up,'·
and as I got off the •cot she put up bot!h hands
and isaid, "Go da, go." And on another occasion I went to work ou1t my
and of
course she had to go and ·help me. I got my
hoe and went to work and I sung, "Amazing
grace, how sweet the sound," and hoed my
beans. She got right in behind me, and when
I lhad !hoed one row and looked back, she was
right behind me, and every bean that I had
hoed sihe had pulled up, and had her hands
foll of the heans. As I ilooked hack at her
she smiled, and said, "Da, I am helping you
work the garden." I Vhought that she was the
smartesit thing on earth, and took her to the
house to let her mo·filler see bow smart our baby
was.
From that day until now she has been a great
helper of her papa. I
that we wiU get
to evangelize togetiher all over
United States,
and may be all over the world. My prayers
go up to our heaven ly F a'ther daily t!hat He may
use her to bless ·the world. While I write these
words her sweet face is before me, and I see the
smiles playing up and down her face, and today
dedicate her afresh 'to the blessed Oirist, to be
His and to be used fur His glory and for the
of the world in Which we live. Amen.
1
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THE HOLY MOUNTAINS.
The first mountain is the Mount of Worship
Noah woTshipping God under the first rainbow.

The Second mountain is the Mount of Sacs
ri·fice, or Abralham offering up Isaac.

The tllird mountain is the Mount of Fire, or
the mount of commandment, or God commanding Moses to go down and deliver Israel.

The fourth mountain is the M·ount of Law,
or the mount of honor. No mountain was ever
honored like Mt. Sinai. God and Moses stood
together and italked for forty days.

The fifth mountain is the Mount of Vision,
1

Nebo' s heights, or Moses viewing flhe Promised Land.
OT

The sixth mountain is the Mount of Possession, or Caleb taking charge of Mount Hebron.

The seventh mountain is the Mount of Testing, or Elijah proving God.
!
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The
mountain is the Mount of Bless-ing, or Ghrist on the mount.
The nintlh mountain is the M·ount of Tramfiguration.
The tenth mountain is the Mount of Cal-

va·ry.
The eleventh mountain is the Mount of Commission, O'r Ohrist giving ·the Commission to .the
disciples to go out .and preadh
to all
nations.

The tweMth mountain is the Mount of Ascension, or the Son of God going back to the

ri ght band o·f the Fa ther.
1
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CHAPTER I.
MOUNT ARARAT.

The first mountaiin of note is the Mounit of
Ararat. This mountain is forever made sacred from the fact that a fter God had destroyed
a world of God-forgetters and grace-rejecters,
that after ill1e world had been 1lost sight of for
a year, the hills and mountains crawled out from
under vhe flood like a lizard crawling out from
under rhe leaves and old chestnut logs.
In the dawning of ·rlhe Spring of the year,
how natur.al it is for a hoy to go out into 1!he
woods and w<l!tch the lizards crawl out from
under the leaves and ·crawl upon
oild chestnut logs and sun themselves in tlhe air; and just
norw we 'look and belhold ·Vhe mountain of
Ararat
crawling out from under rhe awful
Hood that ha·s swept the face of the earit!h, and
behold, the Ark of God is just now floating
that way, and, 'to our surprise, she •rests on
toio of the mountain, and Noah sends ourt a
she returns and he waits seven days and
sends her out the second ·time, and behold, she
returns Wirh t'.he olive ]eaf in her mouth. He
waits seven ·days longer and sends her the third
1
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time, tnd behold, she returns not to him.
waits sev·en days and removes

He

covering of

the Ark, and the
is dry, and he and his
family and all of his flocks and herds come forth
from the Ark.
And now Noaii builds an altar and offers
up a sacrifice to the Lord, and the Lord accepts
his offering, and while Noah is holding the service, the beautiful rainbow appears, and God
speaks to N oaih. and tells him fhat the rainbow
in the cloud shall be His everlaS'ting covenant;
and it is not only bef:ween N oaih and the Lord,
but it is an everlasting covenant between God
and this world. Every time we see the beautiful bow, we know 1Jhat God will not destroy
this world with water again.
We see by the flood that this old world has
been baptized with water once, and everything
that has been a·dded to the earVh from creation's
mom till that day was destroyed in the flood.
But the curse of the earth, for man's sake, was
not removed, for after the flood
earth
brought forth briers and
and reptiles and
sickness and death.
But by and by, we are to have another baptism poured out on this old
and die next
which was
one is by fire, and not only
added to the earth is to be removed. but the
very curse of the earth is to be burned out. and
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we are to look for a new heaven and a new
earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness.
We see the same kind of a family coming
out of the Ark that went into t!he Ark. We see
that the stay in the Ark did not change the nature of the families tha t went into it, and in a
short time after the flood we see rhe !human f amily as far from God as tlley were when the flood
came.
JuS't so we have seen men powerfully converted and then baptized wi;t!h water and it
looked like for a few days that they were all
right and did not need the ofher baptism. But
they had not run long till fhey woke up to the
fact that they were in need of the second blessing
as bad as- ·this old earvh needs it. By and by
we ·get
into a red.Jhot holiness meeting and
get ·tlhem haptized with •the Holy Ghost and fire
and get them established.
We find t!hat rlle man that built rhe Ark got
inro >trouble befoTe he got off to rlle upper world.
He was a great man, but he needed something
else to establish him, and that is what we call
the last baptism. This old world has been baptized once with water and must be baptized
again with fire.
The man on the road to heaven is a man
that has been born twice; he has been born ofi
the flesh and also born of ·the Spiritt and he
1
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has been baptized wirli water arrd he has been
baptized wi th the Holy Ghost. You see two
birt:lhs and two baptisms, and the longer you
look the plainer it gets to
W €1!, amen !
We have been accused of preaching the secM
ond Messing from all the Bihk and thank
God we are guilty and don't deny the charge
a't all. Well amen and glory!
Another beautiful thing a.bout the Mount of
Worship is this : The lamb ·that Noah used in
tihe offering was a beautiful type of the Bless·
ed Ghrist. The liamlb was put to death and
then burnt on the altar. It was not blessed
and turned loose, 'hut it was blessed and then
brought forth and
animal Ii.fa was killed
ou't of the lamb, then put on
altar. The
fire was turned loose on the lamb and in the
next moment the blue smoke was ascending to
clouds.
The Book says ·that God smelled a swe('"t
savour going up to heaven, and He was pleased
Noah and his offering and blessed him and
gave him and his sons the Whole world to take
possession of, :and 'to repeoPJ.e it and start the
race again. That looked like a great undertaking, hut the Lord was with them aad blessed
them and told them to be fruitful and multiply
and replenish the earth. Today we look out
on t!he teeming miHions of Noah's race; he is
1

1
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today the gra·ndfather of aM the human family.
and diat makes him sure enough a grand dad.
Just look at the family as it goes by and you
¥ill wonder where they aM come from, and then
you will remember that they all come from
Noah, for he is ·the father of the l1iving now.
and bis dhildren have mullliiplied on the face of
tlhe earth until there are millions of them.
One af his last acts was to get drunk, and
bis grandsons are sliill keeping up the record of
their grandfather.
While we see die holy Mount af Worship
and the Ark, which represents the everlasting
covenant of
Lord to His people, and die
bleeding lamb, which was
type of Ohrist,
we also see rlie man on the drunk and his grandsons following in the footsteps of their grandfadler.
Today tens ·of thousands df our feflow-countrymen have forgotten the holy mountain and
the bleeding lamb and the A11k of tihe covenant
and have lost sight of everyllhing but the wine
that made 'the man drunk and rdbbed him of his
honor and of his manhood, and they foHow
Mm day by day.
1

1

CHAPTER II.
MOUNT MORIAH.

We now come to the second mountain, which
is the Mount df Sacrifice, and it is Mount Moriah. This is one of itihe mountains that the human family will hold very ·sacred, for it was
on this mountain that our Fattier Abraham offered up his son Isaac on the altar as a burnt
sacrifice.
The human family wiH never forget the man

Abraham, for he was called the
of the
fai thful. Well, it was because he was fairhful.
and he never flinched one hair's
Bro.
H. C. Morrison says that ..God called and
Abraham went, and God promised and Abra..
ham believed, and God asked and Abraham
gave." I thought at. die time that I beard my
1

1

beloved brdther say that, that it was t!he greatest thing I had eV'er heard fall from a man's Mips,
and I stiH believe it.
So Mount Moriah will always fbe held in the
highest esteem because of its association witih
Abraham and Isaac. We all Temember fuat
on thait mountain God asked a man to do the
hardest thing tlbat a man was ever asked 1lo do
13
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in this wo11ld, and that old hero never even atked
God a single question, but gdt the boy and the
wood and the knife and started to
mountain.

We read in Heb. 17: 18, 19: "By faith
Abraham when he was tried offered up Isaac
and he that had received the promise offered up
his only hegotten son of whom it was said that
in Isaac shall ·thy seed be called, aocoun:ting
that God was able to r:aise him up even from
the dead from whence also he received him in
a figure."

We see that Abraham just as
killed
Isaac and burnt him as if he had done the tihing
itsel f, and God gave him credit for killing his
son, and so put it down in tlie sacred Scriptures.
So itoday it stands out tlhat by faith Abraham
offered up Isaac, and alrl men take off their hats
to Abraham, and all men take off their hats to
Mount Moriab. The very names o'f Albraham
and Mount M·oriah are sacred to ·fille Biible reader ·a·nd the student df sacred bistory.
In tlhis wonderful tragedy that took place on
this moun tain we bave a beautiful type of God
the F
in
man Abraham, and we have
a beautiful type of Christ in the boy Isaac, and
we havie ·rhe type of the 1blessed Holy Ghost in
the fire in the hand of Abraham.
1

1

We see that Isaac was tihe child of promise.
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It had been declared by the Lord Himself that
"In Isaac siha11 a:ll the kindreds of the earth be
bles·sed," and now, right in the face of tha1
promise, God teHs Abraham to take Isaac, his
only hegotten son, and offer him on clle altar
for a hurnt sacrifice. God had just itold Abra·
ham ·that "My covenant wiH be hetween me and
lsaaic.
Now lsaa c was not just a common born
CJhild; he was the s·on of a man one hundred
years of age, and b.e was
child of promise.
The angels had eaten supper with Abraham
and Sarah and promised them ·this remarkablt!
child. Now according to
word of the angels and according to
promise of the Lord
God Himself, this child was born, and is now
the joy and comfort of the did father, for he
was a wonderful child. But dh, to the sad
surprise of Abra!ham, here ·comes
voice of
God: uAbra1ham, A:braiham !" And he said.
"Here I am Lord." And t!he Lord said to
him, "Now 1take Isaa·c,
only son, and get
thee 'to the land that I shall shew thee, and offer up tihy son on the altar for a burnt offering, u
And ·then just listen! We read thait Abraham
started. Did he start ro leave f!he country with
bis boy
Oh no, he started 1to Mount Moriah
to ,obey God and offer up his son for Vhe burnt
offering.
1

1

1

1
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In ·this wonderful tragedy we see Isaac as a
type of the blessed Son O'f God. Yonder goes
wood on his
Isaac to Mount Moriah wifh
shoulder that he is to be .burnt on. If you will
look down the stream of time a few hundred
years you will see the Son of God going to
Mount Calvary
cross of WOO'd on his
shoulder, on which He is 'to dfo. So wilfhout a
type of Christ.
doubt in my mind,, Isaac is
Just as Isaac was a child O'f
so
was fhe child of promise. He had been
promised ever since the fall of man. Now we
see God the Father and
eadh making
an offering of their son. Isaac was to hless the
whole world of mankind, burt the command was
to put !him to death. Christ was to bless the
whole world of mankind, and the command was
to pU:t Him to death.
The fire in the hands 'Of AJbr:aham was to consume Isaac, and 'Vhe Holy Ghost in the hand of
the Father to ·consume aU of the old self t'hat
is in us. Just as truly as
received
Isaac from ·the dead, we are 100 die to this old
world, and be put to death and let the fire from
heaven fall on us and consume all the dross and
tin, and we a·re to rise and walk in newness of
lifo as new creatures in Chri,st Jesus. Old things
are to pass away, and the Book says... Behold,
al l ,IJbings are new."
1
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Abraham just simply helieved tha't God could
take the pile of ashes and make his son as truly
as he believed that be was on the earth, and so
he
not hesitate when God told him to offer
up Isaac. Now we can see fue force of t1he
statement of Bro. Morrison .When he said that
"God caHed and A'briaham went, and God
promised and A:braham believed, and God
asked ·and Abraham gave."
The reader will remember t!hat it was said
of Abria!ham that he was the "friend of God."
It doesn't say that he was friendly with God hut
it does say that he was die friend of God. There
a·re plenty of people that we are friendly
but we never tell them anything; but
are
others
we tell aU we know, and 1!hey are
the friends, you see.
Ag.ain, it is said that
Abraham is the father of the fai·thful ; again,
it is said that .Abraham believed God and it
was counted
him for ri•ghteousness. I
harve beard men say, "I would vote 1!he Prohibition ticket, but I am a.fraid I would lose my
vole." Well, the BiMe said l!hat, "Abraham
believed God and it was counted," and if you
wilJ do
God Wtilll count you also.

CHAPTER III.
MOUNT HOREB.

Dear reader, we now arrive at the Mount
of Fire, or the Mount of Command. Here I
see in the Tihird Chapter of Exodus that God
met Moses 1n the Mount of Horeb, and in the
flaming bush the God of heaven spoke to M·oses
and commanded him to do the grea'test thing
that a man was ever commanded to do in this
world, and not only the greatest, but the hardest
thing ·that a man wa·s ever commanded to do;
and that was to go into the land of Egypt ·and
ddiver three millions of slaves out of the hand
of the greatest nation that was living at that
time. And he was to go without gun or buckshot or powder, and not even take a box of caps
with him, and yet he was to bring them out with
an uplifted hand and with an outstretched arm,
and do all this right in the face of the might..
iest army on 'the earth, prohaibly, a.it that time.
Yonder goes the man to Egypt, and yonder
he comes with Ibis people. He must have been
suoce&sful or he -could not have gotten out. But
he got out, and as he went he carried the whole
nation of his own people with him. Yonder he
19
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goes with dtree millions of slaves, and flocks and
herds in aibundance, widi gold and silver and
br-ass hy the donkey loads.
He got his ·commission from the top of the
mountain. When God meets a fellow on the
mounitain top and tells bim something, die fellow
never ·gets over it. And so it is today, the
mountaiin ·top life is the one altogether lovely,
and full of glo·ry and peace and love and joy
in the blessed Holy Ghost.
Now t!here are many
about delivering
the Israelites out of Egypt that are very interesting to tlhe Bi'hle student. In the first place,
the life of 'bondage in Egypt is a type of sin,
and if a man oould :be a type c;f the devil, it
was the man Pharaoh, for when the people
wanted ·their freedom then the man Pharaoh
set his heart on keeping them in bondage, and
in order to keep them there· he doubled the task
l!hat t!hey already had. How mudi like the
devil that was. How hard the devil makes it
on a fellow when he tries to get out of the life
of bondage and flee from the life of sin. The
devil brings everytlhinig in the world to bea·r on
his mind to ·keep him in bondage.
1

How natur.a!l it is to see them down there in

the slime pits gathering straw and making brick
under the lash ·of the taskmasters. Don't yov
see the poor si.Qoer there, and hear l.lis gro&ll
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and the lafh of the

Listen to the
tomrnand of PhaTaoh. He says not one brick
sthall fail. You must bring up the number of
bricks, and if you don't, the lash wi11 be ap ..

plied.
The poor sinner groans under his burden and
the devil laughs at his misery and drives him
on. And yet ·the devil has no right to man's
service at all.

He is serving the enemy of his

soul for nothing, and going ·to hell and paying
the devil to let him go. It looks like they would

get dieir eyes open sometime, but if MO'ses had
not ·come after them irhey would have stayed
there till they died and never made o·ne effort
to escape.
It is true that when Moses got there they did
not want him, and so it is today; the people are
so iblinded by the devil that they don't want the
Son of God to reign over them. Nevertheless
when rlley do get their eyes open and see their
privileges in Christ Jesus they bea:t the world
to shout and praise God for freedom. Then it
will tick1le you to death to hear them teU of their
burdens as a lost sinnei\ and vhen tell how the
Lord ha·s saved and sancti1fied tihem and deliver·ed them fr.om all sin 'and made them free and
happy in
Lord.
Now as we see the Israelites fleeing from
f;gypltian bondage, we have hefore us the sin-

22
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ner fleeing from a life of guilt and condemnation. So the fleeing o'f the Israelites from a
life of bondage is a beautiful type of the con·
victed sinner fleeing from a 1lifo of sin.
But they bad not journeyed far till they
came to the end of ·their own strength; they
were hedged in between the mountains, and
before them rolled the Red Sea, and to their
hhem was the rumbling of Phasurprise
raoh's chariots ·and the mardhing of his mighty
army. They cried to Moses who was to them
a ·god, and he told them to stand still and see
the salvation of God. He stretdhed out his rod
over the Red Sea and the wa'ters divided and
let t!he Israelites through dry shod.
The reader will notice that the Red Sea is a
beautiful type of the Blood of Christ, and when
the sinner passes ·through the Blood by simple
faith, he finds the salvation of God. Moses
said that is what tihe Israelites would findt!he salvaillion of God. And Moses said to them
tthat "Today you shall see ithe Egyptians no
is to the
forever." And how true
saved man. If he is true to the Word of the
L1ord he sees 'the enemy no more forever, as ihe
has seen him in the days gone by. In the days
of the life of sin I saw the devil, my master,
and today I see him out t'here as an enemy, and
I haY.e nothing to do with him, and he is not my
1

1
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master any lionger, for whid1 I do praise ·the

God of Iuael and take courage.
So we see 1that the ·crossing of tlhe Red Sea
is a beautiful type of conversion. After they
bad gotten across the Red Sea, we next notice
that the Lord gave rhem manna from heaven,
"and it was whi te, 'like coriander seed and the
taste of tt was like waffles made wid1 honey.
But Moses was to foad them on to the land
of Canaan; he was Ito stop
tllhem when he
got them out of
but he was to go on
to the land of Perfect Love. You will remember that 1rhe fil'1$t sermon he preadhed after he
got to E gypt ihe itold the ·children of Israel rhat
'the land of Canaan was flowing witlh milk and
honey, and ihe said
iit i s not like Egypt; it
is a land of grapes and olives and pomegranates,
and he also said
it was a land of hills and
mountains, and springs of waJter and lands, and
houses
you did not huild
tthe Lord will
give you.
So we see rhat Moses got a wonderful commission from the top of the mountain out of
tlhe
hush; no man ever bad a greater
one t!han the Lord gave Moses in that remarkaible conversation
took place on the moun"'
tain that day. I don't wonder that Moses stood
and trembled in the
of that bush and cov..
ered his head and dared not
I am not
1

1
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surprised that i!he Lord told him to take the
shoes off his feet, for the place on which he
stood was holy ground, for the Lord could not
commission a man to do as great a thing as
Moses was to do and not receive it on hallowed
ground. The very mountain was sacred with
·the presence of God.
No man from that day until now ever received such a commission from either God or
man. But the ·reader will remember that this
great commission was delivered to a man on the
mountain top. W elil, we see by now that the
great events of the Bible aH took place on ·tlhe
mountain itop, which goes to prove to me that
the Lord wan:ts us to move upward and onward
and outward wi thout a halt or without a let up
or a slow up, but
a wagon load of determinaltion to go up and stay up after we get up.
Clory to God for the mountain-top of experience!
So we see ·tha!t Moses was to bring the Israelites out of ·bondage and across the Red Sea,
and give them the manna from heaven, and lead
them on 'to
mountain that we caM Mount
Sinai, and then he was to give diem the Law,
and then go up to the land of Canaan. With..
out .a doubt Moses was a second blessing preach·
er. He was to do more than to gelt the people
converted; he was to take them on to the land
1
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-of mil k and honey, which is not the justified life.
but the sanctified life, which every Bible reader
1

knows fuH well. And I wiU preach it and sing
it and shout iit. Glory to God forever and ever.
Amen I

CHAPTER IV.
MOUNT SINAI.

Dear reader, we now arrive a't the Mount of
Honor, or the Mount of Glory, described in
the 19th Ohapter of the Book of Exodus. I
am of the opinion that no mountain has cut as
great a swath through history as the mountain
thait we now have before us, unless it is Mount
Calvary, and indeed Mount Sinai and Mount
Calvary are twins, for it was at Mount Sinai
tha1t God gave <the Law, and Mount Calvary
is where we receive the Gospel, and on
two hang the hope of man's eternal destiny.
Mount Sinai was on the road between the
Red Sea and the Land of Promise. It was
at Mt. Sinai rllat God gave rhe Law to man,
where God spoke to Moses and called him from
the plains rf:o the top of the mount, and
descended in a flame of fire and talked to rlle man
Moses face to face forty days and nights, and
gave him
Ten Commandments on the tables
.o.f stone. For three thousand years men have
been trying to bring fheir lives up to God's beautiful sta·ndard :
1
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Thou tha·l t have no ether god·s be fore m:e.
T:hou shalt not make unto 1thee any graven image,
or any iliken·es'S ·o.f any'1:Jhing <tlhait .is in 1hoeav·en above,
or that is in the eart·h ben·eath, or 1thait is in the water
under the ear·th:
Thou ,s1ha1t not bow dowin thys•elf to rt;hem, nor
serve them: for I, it1he Lord it'hy God, am a jealous
God,
the ·m<iqu.itty of rthre fathers upon the
children unto the 1third and ifioiurth .gen:erart:icon of
t:hem tlhat 'hart:e me:
And shewing mercy .unto t·housia.nds of ·them dtat
lov·e me, ·and keep my c·ommandmen1:s.
Thou sha[t n\Ot take it.he •name of the Lord thy God
in vain: for the Lord iwill not lb.old :him .g.ui:Ltle.s·s th.et
taket·h his name dn vain.
Remember the sa·bbatlh day, ito keep i·t .holy.
Six dayis sihalit 1thou tabor, and do atl thy work:
Buit the seventh day is 1the sia.bbat'h of the Lord thy
God: fo it thou ·s·halt no1t od10 any work, <thou, n·or thy
son, nor ·thy d:au·ght•er, thy ·mans·ervant, n·or thy maid·
S<ervaint, nor thy ca'tltle, no;r tf:·hy stranger ;that is wi1t1hin t'he .gat·es:
For in six days the Lord rnad·e heaven a·nd earth,
the sea, and all •that in them is, and re•sted ·tlhe sevenith day: wherefore 1tlhe Lord blessed the sabbath
day, and ·h.alJl.owed iirt:.
Ho1n1or ilhy father ·and it·hy mother: ithat thy days
may 'be 11ong upon 1the land w.hiC!b ·the Lor.d thy God
g:ivetlh :tihe·e:
Thou S4ha:l1t no1t kilt
Thou s:ha·lit: not comm1¢ adultery.
Tihou shaH not s1te1at
Thou s·halt n()lt bea1" f·al·se w.i.tness against thy
n-eigihbor.
Tihou s'halt n•ot covet thy neig1htbor's ·hoose, thou
!·ha1l1t n•ot covet rtlhy
wife, nor .his main.servant, nor ·Ms m:aidservam, n.or ·his ox, ·nor .his as!,
nor anytihfog ·tihiat is thy neighbor's.
1

1

1

It is equal rights o.f .aU men to live up to this
standard and special rights to none.
The

Law was the only man of dteir counsel

Mount Sinai.
ifor nearly fifteen hundred years. We see that
die first law that God ever ·gave men was from
the top of the Mount Sinai. We see Moses
climbing fhe great old moun!tain, age..iwom and
thunder-shaken and lig1htning-scarred, butt on
that special occasion we see tlhis holy mount all
in fire and smoke, and i1t was made sacred forever on attoum of .tlie presence of the

Almighty God who

and oaUed

Moses up from the congregation of lsraeli:tes and
tal1ked to him face to face, and tlhen ·gave the
Law and the Commandments to him.
Not only did ·the Lord t!hen and there give
him the Commandments, but the reader will
remember that it was on the m0W1tain tthat God
gave Moses ·IJhe pattem of the talbemade, which
was to be built by him, and from the building
of the talbemade the worslhiip of God took on a
new form. Here the Lord was to talk to men
from the tabernacle; something new on earth,
you see. Up tiU tlha!t time the Lord had used
His throne in the sky as a ·taibemade to talk to

men out of, but after ibuilding the tempile in the
wilderness, we see the Lord coming very near
to men and talking to diem from beMeen the
Oheru!bims in the little taibemade.
But He
gave the pattern 'to Moses while

be was on the

mountain.
I am of the opinion that the world fw never
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seen anything that looked like the mountain on
that 'Special occasion. The Israelites at the foot
of the mounltain fled from the presence of God,
and Moses himself said tlhat ·the sightt was so
awful that he did exceedingly quake and
ble. It took a man of Teal-courage to dimb that
mountain, all covered in fire. T 1he glory of the
Lord hung over the mounlf.:ain, and we see from
.appearance of Moses when he gnt back to .
the camp of Israel that the place mus't ihave been
s·omething wonderful, for his face shone and the
glory to the Lord was on him in such a way that
his own brerhren could not talk to him, and
asked that he put a veil over
face. The
beauty of the whole thing was seen in the fact
t!hait Moses did not know
the skin of his
face shone.
Well, all of that was brought about by Moses
keeping company
God on the
top.
The man that will leave the folks and climb the
mountain and meet God will get a shining face
every time. No man can keep company with the
Lord and noit get a little of the presence of the
1
to rub off on himself, and the longer he
stays
tJhe Lord the greater the shine. For
a man to stand and look at the face of the Lord
for forty days. be is going to get ·a glimpse of
th1 Lord to stick to his face. The shining-that
1
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Moses had was only the reflection o.f the Lord
on the face of Moses.
Mounit Sinai made an impression on Moses
that he never forgot, and, in fact, never wiU.
l-le will be telling us about Mount Sinai for
tihe next miHion years, for it was tJhere he met
God face to face, and irt was there that God
gave ihim the Law, and it was there that God
gave him the Ten Commandments, and it was
there God gave him the pattern for the talbernacle and it was there that he tarried forty days
and forty niigh'ts, as far as we know witttout
eating or drinking and wi t!hout sleeping. As
far as we know, he never gO't thirsty and never
got sleepy and never got tlired and never got
1
lonesome or homesick in the least.
So we see that Moun:t Sinai made an epoch
in the life of Moses, such that ihe will never get
over in al l rime to 1come. Apart from the
presence of God :and the burning of t!he mounLaw there is sometain and the giving of
thing about a great mountain that is perfectly
beautiful. A man ·Can stand in the presence
of a igreat mountain and feel perfectly awe
s!h"icken. A kind of a feeling of greatness and
adoration seems to creep ov a fellow and he
feels like he was in the presence of something
that was not man-made.
A fee'ling comes
over him that nobody but God can make a
1

1
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mountain. A great mountain will stop the
uioutb of an infidel and put a padlock on his
under jaw, for nobody can make mountains but
God. He made Mount Sinai and then He
made Moses, and then He gave the Law to
Moses from the top of Sinai, and I believe
every word of it just the same as if I had been
the man ·that the Lord caUed to the top of
Sinai and given the Law to. I kn·ow He did.
fur tihe Law is not man-made; it is God-given.
It was not gotten up by man; it was handed
down from heaven. God Himself was the
giver and Moses was tlhe receiver, and we are
the keepers and the rejoiicers over die fact that
God loved this old world weM enough to give
us a Law and the Commandments.
We are praying and planning and longing
to see the day come when we may $land on
the top 0 f Mount Sinai and behold His glory
with our na'tura'l eyes. If it i, our F a·ther'1
will, we want to see the mountain before we
go up.
1

CHAPTER V.
MOUNT NEBO.

Dear reader, we now come to the Mount of
Vision, or to Mount Nebo. You remember
that Moses in the 34th Chapter of Deuteronomy went from the plains of Moah to the top
of Nebo or to Pisgah' s heights ·to view the
Promised Land before he went fo live with the
Lord. We see him standing on tJhe top of
Nebo and God seemed :to touclh his eyes and
he was permitted to see the land from Gilead
to Dan, but was not .alliowed to go over and
take possession of the goodly land that he had
:been working for for the pasit eighty years.
No doubt he thought that God wtould send him
'\.vith the people out of bondage forty years before He sent him to do i:t, and now af.ter at
least forty years of as hard trials as a man ev,er
'wen1t through in this
Moses i s allowed
to go to the mountain top and view the Land
1

of Promise.
There he was 'to die an1d his funeral was to
held, .and there was to be nobody there but
Lord himself. The funera1l of die man
1

Mosea was too sacred to he held by mortal
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man, and a!gain, the Lord knew ·that if He
let the world know wherie tihe grave of Moses
was that, not only the Israelites, tbut the world
would almost worship the grave of Moses.
0
I
W eH, I wiiJl leave out the word "ailmost.
suppose thait if I knew just where the grave
of Moses was 1ihat I would be willing to almost pay any kind of a price to get to see
·the gr.ave of Moses, and we woukl see thousands of men that never keep the Law of Moses
that would cross tlie oceans to see tbe grave
of the man Moses.
We see the old hero in the last conversation
his diildren, for ·fille Old Bodk says that
for forty years he carried ·tlhem as a mother
carried her chii:ldren in her bosom, so we see
tbalt he was a mother to them as well as a
father, and !he was •to them as a god. Now
tthe time comes for the separa,tion, and the LoTd
speaks to him and tel'ls !him to get himself up
out of the plains of Moah to the top of Nebo.
VV.e find that 1the fast conversa:ti1on 11hat ever
took place between M·oses and the dhi'ldren of
Israel is recorded in the 33rd Ohapter of the
Book of Deuteronomy. In the opening of the
34th Chapter we see lhim on the way to the
mountain. Wlhat wonderful experiences the
man Moses had on the tops of Mountains. He
1

got his commission to go

to

Egypt and deliver
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Israel, from the top of Mount Horeb, and he
went and did the greatest work that was ever
done by .any living man; and he got the caM
fr,om the Lord while ihe was in the plains lo
come to the top of Mount Sinai and receive the
Laiw, and he went and received it, and we have
it today. Now, as he finishes up his life's
work the Lord ihas him to come to the top of
Nebo to die.
Wihat a 1great thing i1t was ,to get to die on
the top of a beautiful mountain. He was just
out of ,the sight of tlhe Israelites when he died.
but he was in sight of the land of Canaan and
in sight of heaven and in die presence of God.
If ever the angels did want to see what was
going on, it was while ·the Lord was burying
the hody of Moses, foT I tell you, my friend.
three worlds were interested while the Lord
buried Moses. I have not heard of all the
funerals of the earth, but I am of the opinion
that there was never another funeral just like
the one we have before us. If ever a man in
this world was buried in grea,t pomp and glory.
it was llhe man M·oses. How in the world
could anything be greater than his funeral}
The idea of the Lord Himself coming down
to this earth and burying a man and holding

the funeral Himself!
Brother,

I

have seen men wiih

Mack

crape
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on t!t!heir arms and other men with big hats with
plumes on them, and the horses all draped in
mourning, and the men with dieir little white
aprons 'OD, and white gloves on, walk around
the grave and tlhrow in a shovel foll of dirt and
say, 0 Ail.as, my brother!" but when you think
of the funeral orf Moses, 'lheir libtle show makes
a felilow sick. Of course,
is the best they
can do, and I am not finding fault with them.
I am only stajting a fact.
The reader wiU ·remember ithaA: the title that
Moses wore was this: "Moses, the servant of
God." Now that was his b:tle. He was not
an A. M., or a D. D., or an LL.D., or a Ph.
D.; and they never called him Dr., but notice
his title, "Moses, the servant of the Lord." No
wonder he had a mountain to die on. No
wonder he was commissi·oned fr.om the top of a
mountain. No wonder he received the Law
from the top of a mountain. No wonder he
had die privilege of going to the top of Nebo
to die. No wonder he ha·d a funeral unlike
any other tl'hat is left on record. No wonder
he had the Lord God of
wholle earth to
bury bim, fu.r his title is unlike anybody's I
ever heard of; just simply "The servant of the
Lord." The title he wore cut bim off from
the people; he was nott the people's man, be
was the Lord't man. and of course when the
1
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time came for him to die, it was the Lord's
1

place to 1ool after him, and thank the Lord
He di·d it, and the world has never quit

mg about it.

Hundreds 6f years after l!he 1buryiing was
over, we bear the devil raising a racket about
the body of Moses, but ilihe angels paid no ci.ttenl:iron at a11. The
dM ndt concern the
dev11, for tl1e Bihle says tha't "Moses was the
different it
servant of the Lord." But
would have been if M'Oses had been the
vant of the devil. He never would have seen
Land of Canaan from the top of Mount
Nebo, but thank
Lord he did just the same.
The Lord knows His own, and the Lord knew
tha:t Moses was His man, and 1!he devil had
no >elaim on Moses at alt
The reader will remeTJoer that the devil is
a mightier man for ·tombstone'S, and die thing
that he wanted was a ta'll spire to go a t the
head of til-ie grave of Moses, but
Lord
knew that a man
the record .that Moses
had did not need a tornlbs'tone, for they repreGlory
sent the dead, and Moses is still
to God in the hieJhest I
1

1

1

CHAPTER VI.
MOUNT HEBRON.

The Mount of P.ossessiton. Dear reader.
we read in the 14th Chapter of the Book of
Joshua. ·that when CaleJb wa·s four score and
five years old he said to Joshua, "Give me this
mountain for a possessiion forever," and we
read that Joshua blessed him and gave rllm the
mountain for an everlasting possession.
One heautifol thing abouit it is that when
he got in possession of this wonderful gift it
was on his 1biTthday, the day
he was 85
years old. Another thing
I want you to
notice is the kind of gift that
man asked
for. He surely had lofty desires; he asked
for a mountain. That was the bigges•t thing
in the world. He did not ask for a mole hill,
and he did not ask for a beautiful plain; he
wanted to get possession of lf:!he thing that could
be seen from a distance.
A plain is beauitifu], but you ·cannot see it if
you are not down on it; and the little hills are
beautiful, hut you can't see them very far;
bu t when you look at dlat great old mountain
lifting its head above all the country for hun89
1

1
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dreds of miles around, you are made

to stand
bewildered and you feel like taking off your
hat and !bowing down to rhat great mountain.
I am not surprised when I hear of the poor
worshipping the great nwuntains of
their nation. W!hen I stood yonder ait the foot
of Pike's Peak in the great dfd Rockies. a
feeling of liove and a feeling of admiration srole
over me. As I stood and gazed at that mountain wi1th his old heaid all covered with snow
and the itop of his head three miles above the
level of the sea, I said, "Nobody but the God
that I love and worship could make anything
that looks like that."
So we see the greatness af the man's charader when we see hi s choice. lit is just so
boday. You see some men that make a choice
and it i·s tobacco, and others make a choice and
it is
and orhers make a choice ·and it is
hogs, and others make a choice and it is cows,
and strl!I oitihers make a choice and it is horses,
and
'too numerous to mention, make all
kinds of choices that gto to make up the real
charaJcter of
man. It has been said, "Show
me vile kind of a book a man reads and I wiH
tell you what kind of a man he is." It
could he just as truly said, "Tell me what kind
of a choice die man made and I wiU give you
the man's dharadter."
1

1
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You can tee the greatness of Caleb•s when
You ·see his choice. He said, "Give me Mount
Heibron,,, and there the old hero sits on the
'Side of that great old mountain with a sparkling, splaShing spring bursting firom the moun1tain side to sing Cafob to s1eep at ni ght. He
said that he got that gift because he wiholily fulfowed ·the Lord. Now lbdoved, if a man can
follow the Lord in such a way as to get possession of a mountain don'·t yiou think that it is
worth his time and his energy to seek and strive
fur iit) I get 1the lesson that we are to have
a moun'tain-top experience.
If Caleb cotild g.et a mountain by wholly
fol·lowing the Lord, if you and I would wholly
follow ·the Lord He would give us a mountain
a:liso. The Book says that ithere is no respec'i:
of persons with Him, and if tthait is so, and we
know it is, we can have as much as Caleb. He
got Mount Hebron, not to keep till the camp
meeting was over, but for an everlasting pos1

1

1

ses·Mon.

There is something aibout the reli·gion of
Jesus Christ that is elevating and uplifting.
You may see a man one week aH dirty and
ragged, and you may let tha t same man get a
good case of old fashioned, lheart-felt religion,
the next week you wiH see tihe same man all
cleaned up and washed and with clean clothes
1
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Hirs clothes may be ragged, but he will
wash ithem, and you wiH see a grea!t change
in the man. In only one week he will look
on.

like a bran new man, and if you did not
know tha:t he was the same 'feHow you would
not believe your own eyes. I have seen men
one week liook like a beast, and the next week
they woll'ld loo k like a man, and by the next
a gentleman, and by tlhe next
week lodk
week would look like a saint. Well, what
ailed him? Well, you can see that he has
got rid of sin, and the Teforming grace of
God has come into
man's hewt and life,
and he is a new creature and oM things have
iaJll things have bepassed arway and
oome new. You are not looking at the man
that you saw last week. The old man that
you saw last week is dead and his funeral has
been preaclhed and fhe last song bas been sung
over the last sin that he ever committed. He
is a delivered man and is
ready to dimb
the mountain.
If it were preached to 'the young converts
all over 'the country, and i f
the people of
Ood expected them to get the
of
they would like to go to the
mountain top at once and think nothing of it.
But the devil on the outside and the preachers
on ,tihe inside have made the people believe
1

1
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tht>:t they coold not

a holly
and they
have settled down to the life of plains and
swamps iand mud holes and hoHows and vaJ.;.
leys.
Off yonder in the distance is the great old
Mount
and old Cal eb said to J
"Give me this moun·tain.,,
had no
thought of living down in the valley. Well, I
Hit was to
don'•t hlame him at alil, do
do over 1again I would shout while Caleb
climlbed the mountain side.
lit is perfectly
naiturail to hear the holiness people sing all over
the United Stat·es, "I am dwelling on ithe mountain, where the ·golden sunlight gleams," and
then you will hear irhem sing, "I can see far
down tlie mountain where I wandered weary
years, often hindered in my journey ·by the
0
l!hen
glhost of doubts and fears.
again, "B.mken vows and disappointments
thickly sprinkled al'l the way." Now I don't
remember the author of tha:t old hymn, but his
theology is as true as tihe rising and the setting
of the sun. Thank tihe Lord for the good example we have before us. Just listen: "Give
me :this mountain for an everlasting pos·session..,
Now chiildren, do we want die
experienc·e
If
let'1 go and possen the
1

Land.

CHAPTER VII.
MOUNT CARMEL.

The M ount of Contest, or the Mount of Victory for God's folks, and the Mount of Defeat
for the devil's e:rowd. W etlrl, dear reader, we
have now to come to Mount Carmel, the battle
ground of Elij ah, where he mett eight hundred
and fifty false prophets of Baal in the grove.
Here one man met not only a king and queen,
eight hundred and fifty ba:cksilidden prea:ohers,
and debut a whole nation of
feated the wlho!e crowd.
There was a hostile king and queen backed
up by eight hundred and fi£ty preachers who
seemed to hate the very ground Elijah walked
on. They had scoured the woods and hills
and mountains and the caves; the ho:les of the
earth had been.
for this man, and they
had sworn eternal vengeance against him if they
could find him, for "be "Nas the troubler of
Israel." But bless God, right in the midst of
their ho sitility
olid hero appeared on the
scene and
King A1-iah to gather al:l
J.srael fugether on Mount Carmel. and with aU
Israel
the four hundred and fifty
1

1

1
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prophets of Baal and

four hundred prophets of the grove, and they wou'ld have a special
meeting iand prove their gods and see who waa
right and who was wron1g.
Of course ·they had to accept the challenge,
end now it is up to them to meet
oM hairy
man, as they icaHed ihim, and piiove .the great
god, ifhait ·they caUed Ba1al. The king had accepted die chai1lenge. The false prophets aH
claimed it/hat Baal was a god, and the people
1

1

did not know but what !he was.
The old
prophet Elij:ah s<Md thait Baal was no god and
no good, and that al1 ISTael w.as under a defosion of lflhe devil, and when he talked in that
way the servants of Baal all boiiled over and
1

10rry to say, they are stiH boi1ling.
And now' right in the faice of fue greatest
annual conference that ever met in Palestine,
this o.Jd holiness man came to the confere nee
an·d put aM the preachers to one of the straightest tests that was ever put to a set of men, and
it was put in such a way that they had to accept
1

it. It was tJhis: "The God that answers by
fire, let him be God; i1f it Baal or if it is the
Cod of
the one that answers by fire, he
is to be God. And aU the people said, It is

well spoken." Of oourse they were deceived

by the prophets of Baal, and without doobt
they thought that Baal's preadieiis W<>idd be
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able to get 1the fire and defeat ·the old ihairy
man who had given them so mud1 ·t:riouhle. He
preached hdl1iness rand the other crowd preached
woi1ldliness, and the folks did not wan t holiness and they did not want worldl iness, but
they had s01II1ething else before sundown.
"N ow, '' sa1·"d £·1·.
11ah, " you are many an·d I
wiiJll give yiou tJhe firsit test. Now go to work
and build you an altar and put your wood on
i·t and
slay your bul!Jock and lay him on
the wood and put no fire on it or under it, and
you caH on your god and if he sends fire and
consumes the bul'liock, Baal is to be
god.
I
butld an altar and put the wood on it
and I will slay the
and put him on vhe
wood and put no fire
it and I wiU call
on the God of Israel, and the God that answers
by fire he is 'to be the God." Now 'fjhe test is
on, and the king i$ to watc:h tlhe proceedings;
and not only the king, but the whole nation was
wa tching wirh bated brea!th ·to see bow il!he t:hing
would come out.
It is to be
God ·of lsrae'I, or it is to be
Baial, one or the other. Never di d a manmade god have any better chance d1an Baal
had ·tlha:t day. And if
could niot do
something on that g:reat o'Ccasion he was a flat
failure. for ·they were there from all over the
country, and eight hundred and fifity of Baal's
1

1

wm

1

1

1
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strongest men were therc:t They were there
from V anderbilit and from Harvard and from
Yale and from Columbi1a and from Stanford.
All of tiheir own na;tion, and several from
ahroad reipr·esenting Oxford and Berlin and
EdiIJJburgh. The pomp and glory of Baal
never shone so bright as on that great occa-

sion.

One li ttle, old man covered
a camelskin cloak sat down to see the display of Baal
and to see the religious worship. Of course
Baal never did anything on a srnaH scale.
The king and queen and their eight hundred
and fifty Doctors of Divinity with a niation
a:t their command made one oJ the most initeres·ting crowds that a ho liness man ever faced.
The on!ly thing that saved him was the fact
that he had the blessing, and no make believe about it. If he had 1been the least bit
shaky they would have backed him out. But
oh my beloved! he never even foO'ked down
his nose one time. He sat by in an humble
attitude, hut it was not !because !he feared
Baal, for he knew that he fought a winning
ba.ttle.
He watched them as
religious
performance went on. They had no idea on
earth that one man was more than a match
for eight hundred and fifty. The eight hun•
dred and fi£ty had everything on their side,
1
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but One, and tha.t saved Elij ah, for that One
1

1

was God. lihey had the
and the flesh
and the devil in as great pomp as you ever
put your two eyes on, but the thing that they
did not :have was the very tiling that Elijah
did have, ·and that was 'lhe God of Israel.

Amen.

The thing is begin:n5ng to get interesting
about this time of day, and die prayers are
long and loud and many, and they are· coming
thick and fast. They are up against an awfu1 proposition ,and it is, "O Baal, hear us!
0 Baa'1, it wiH never do for you to go back
on us at thi•s trying time. Just look yonder at
that old hairy man with a smile all over
face. He is now making fun of us and 'Wh3.t
will he do, Baal, if you don't s·end fire i 0
Baal. you musit: send the fire. "Pne time will
soon ibe over for our test and the fire has not
come yet, and we don't
right aJbout it some
how. We a re a little bit uneasy, and this old
man is watching us, and he seems to he perfecrly contented. Arrl now Baal, if ever you
did send fire you must send it now." And if
Baal icould have said a word, he would have
whispered to them and said, "I never did send
tire, and never will, for when you made me
you left out the qualiities that produce fire, that
ie. life. No fire without life." And as Baal
1
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was man-made he did not propose to send fire.
The ithing got ·so ridiculous that at noon
Elij ah mocked them and said, "Baal is surely
a god; he must be asleep or he may be perusing, or peradventure he is in a conversation and
you must do something to attract him." And
then they went for Baal in a most marvelous
way. They drew their knives and cut themselves and leaped up and down on their altars
and cried, "O Baal, hear us!" But the Bihle
says that there was none :to regard or to hear
what was going on on the holy mount caUed
Carmel.
But the time came for the evening sacrifice,
and the man of God called all the people near
to him, and we read that he repaired the altar
of the Lord thait had been thrown down. And
he took twelve stones to represent the twelve
tribes of Israel, and he builit the altar to the
Lord. He hewed his wood and put it on the
he slayed his hu1lock and laid
alitar and
him in order, and tfhen he went to work and
had them dig a trench around fhe al1tar that
would hold twelve barrels of water, and he
had them pour twelve barrels of wa•ter over
the sacrifice, and soak it with water. Now
these false prophets knew that water would
put out fire, and the old prophet was not going to leave them one excuse to hide behind.
1
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H he had not puit on the water
would
have said that he had the fire hid under the
wood somewhere, but they all saw the sacri..
fice soaked in water, and now while they look
on, the old servant of :the Lord drops down on
his knees and offers up a short prayer to the
Cod of Israel, and to their su:riprise the fire
fell, and all the people shouted, "The Lord,
he is God! the Lord, he is God!"
Now the test is over, and El ijalh's God won
out in the contest, and the old prophet had
these eight hundred and fifty fu1lse prophets
put to death, for they were impostors and deceivers.
1
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CHAPTER VIII ..
MOUNT OF TEMPTATION.

Dear reader, we have now arrived at the
mountain experience that is Tecorded in
the New Testament, and it is found in the
Fourth Ohapter of St. M1atthew's Gospel.
It is the record of
awful temptation o·f
the Blessed Son of God, and it might proper:Jy be called ·the Mount o'f Temptation, or
we might caM it tihe Mount of Victory for
the Son of God, and ithe Mount o'f Defeat for
the devil. Just as truly as the devil defeaited
King Saul on Mount Gilboa, ·the Son of God
defeaited the devil on this mountain and came
off more than Conqueror, and won the battle
for us, and today we have to make war with
a devil that has been defeated by our Christ.
e a·re better aible to meet hi$ onsl aughts by
the fact that the Son of God rneit him in the
open field and defeated him and came out more
than a Vidor.
The de \·il knows that
is on our side,
and be knows that .the blessed Ohrist has defeaited him, and that we know it as well as
he does. And he kno'W'S that we are fighting
1
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a winning hattle, for the war is between Christ
and the devil, and the devil knows just as well
as he knows anything that Christ is to run him
down and put him olf this plianet and set 111p
His !Gngdom in this world and reign from
shore to shore. We read that the devil has
down to rliis ear1th with great
because he knows that his time is short. Of
course we think that a few years of suffering
and toil and temptation fr.om the devil is a
very 'long time, but the few years that we are
on probation are as nothing oompared .to the
eternities that are to unfold and pass on by.
And today we can see that victory is ours in
the end, and that is the thing that keeps us in
good courage.
We know that fhe devil is fighting a losing
battle while we are fighting a winning battle,
but whi'le the devil knows that he is defeated, he is not going to give you up without an
awful struggle on his part to keep you in
kingdom of darkness and death, and hell at
last. He has defeated many a soul since
Jesus won llhe battle for them. The devil
made ·them believe that they were not free,
and that he bad a perfect right to them and
their service and their money and their influ·
ence. How many poor souls he has put into
hell is unknown by us, and yet every one of
1
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them had been redeemed by the blessed Son
of God, and a way opened up whereby tihey
every one could escape the snares of the devil
and make their way to heaven.
Jesus fought out this awful battle on the
Mount of Temptation, and ·then on the cross
He bought us and paid for us with His own
precious blood, and today we are His by creation and redemption and preservation. And
I am His by my own choice, and my own free
will power, bless His holy name.
The Christian who knows nobhing o·f
tation that stands out in his life like a mountain, ihas not been long in t:he way, for the
devil has a wilderness to take every feHow
through, and a mountain-like temptation that
will stand just before you. The Lord wiU
permit the devil to give to you this test because
He wants a people tha t He has tried and
proven, and the one way the Lord has of trying us is to turn the devi'l loose on us, and
what he will do to us wiH be a p1lenty. The
Lord will give us grace to come out victorious, and then we have one more defeat recorded over the devil and one more victory
recorded for our blessed Savior, and we sing,
"Eaich viictory will help you snme other to
win," and nobody knows that any better than
tlhe fellow who has 1been through the battle.
1
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We aU know that it is one thing to write
a!bout the temptation, and one ,thing to sing
about it, but to be sorely tried by the devil is
altogether another thing.
I am willing ta
admit that at times I have been so sorely
tried, i t looked to me that I would die under
temptation. When I have been most sorely
tried was not wihen the devil was tempting me
to do something that was wrong; he has tried
me on aU of those things, but the most awful
trials that I have ever had from the devil were
when he would swoop down on me and seemed
to close up every avenue of prayer and every
avenue of faith and hope, and the arm of
trust seemed to be broken, and the awful darkness would settle down over me, and my soul
was tossed as a vessel out on the bosom of the
great deep. Tihen it seemed that all the powers of hell were turned loose on me at one time,
and there was nothing to do but just stand still
and see the salvation of the Lord. 'Wihile
these
were going on, t!here was no
temptation to do anything, eirller good or had.
Our trials will cause us to remember the words
of St. Peter when he said that ..The trying of
your faith is more precious than gold."
1

CHAPTER IX.
THE MOUNT OE BLESSING.

We have now come to what is one of the
most interesting mountains descriibed in the
Holy Bihle, the Mount of Blessings or the
Mount of the Beatitudes. Here was given
the "Sermon on the Mount." We have gotten used to talking ahout the Sermon on the
Mount, and we have, in our use of them, connected together the two words "sermon" and
..mount" until we can'·t separate them. They
are joined together, and we say what God hath
joined together, let no man put asunder.
Just why tihe Son of God went to the top of
a mountain to preach this, the most wonderful
discourse the world ever heard OT ever will
hear, is not as easy to
as it is to ask.
We might ask why did lhe go to the top of
this mountain to preach this wonderful sermon
and you probably could not answer the question. Why He did it I don't know, but we
know that He did. It seems that mountains
bad a wonderful fascination for the Son of
God. He could be found out on the moun·
tain top most any time.
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We find in the Sermon on the Mount more
than one hundred verses, and we have heard
it said by men who study the sulbjects of the
Biible very closely, that He discussed one
great subject in eadh verse. In this wonderful discourse there is nothing oommon to man,
but what he discussed thorouigihly. He opens
this wonderful sermon with nine blessings
such as were new to the world. Notice them:
Blessed are the poor in spirit; blessed are
they that mOYrn; blessed are the meek; blessed
are they that do hunger and thirst after righteousness; blessed are the
blessed are
the pure in heart; blessed are the peacemakers;
blessed are they who are persecu:ted for rightousness' sake; blessed are you when men shall
revile you.
Then He takes up this thought and says to
the Christian, "Ye are the sah of the earth."
One is a healing, cleansing, purifying power.
and the other is a life-giving energy. Nothing gives life like ligiht, and nothing protects
life like salt. He tea·ches how to pray, and
He teaic'hes how to fast, and He teaches how
to give, and He teac'hes how to love, and He
teaches how to worship. In fact, anything
thalf: you want to know is explained in the
Sermon on the Mount. And when we say
that all Ohristian doctrine is founded on the
1
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tea;chings of the Sermon on the Mount, we do
not overdraw the statement, for there is no
way to have a religious creed in the land of
Biibles without taking into it the Sermon on
the Mount. I suppose that millions of sermons have been preached from this one great
sermon, and today there is plenty of it left for
the whole human family and to spare.
In this remarkahle sermon we have what is
known as ·fhe Lord's Prayer, and it is unlike
dse on the whole earth. Nobody
ever got up anything tha t looks or reads like
the Lord's Prayer. I suppose that every Sunday rooming many millions of Christians repeat
the Lord's Prayer. But while we call it the
Lord's Prayer, we all know tlha t it is our
prayer, for He said, "When you pray, pray
after this manner:" And -then He proceeded
to word fur us what we call the Lord's Prayer.
Again, we see another prayer dictated to us
by Him in th.is remarkable Sermon. He said
to us, "Ask and it shalt} be given you," then
He said, "Seek and ye shaH find, and knock
and it shaH he opened unto you." Then listen
tio ·the next worids He uttered: "For every one
that asketh receiveth and he tlhat seeketh findeth, and to him that knocketh it shall be opened." llhere is no room for doubt. He said.
1
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ye shall find, and I believe i t with all my heart.
1

don't you?
I am of the opinion that the world has never
been the same since the day that Christ
preached the Sermon on the Mount. At one
time he said, "The words that I speak unto
thee, they are spirit and they are life," and
when we read the Sermon on the Mount we
know that He meant just what He said. The
cyords uttered by Him on that great occasion
were the words of life. How the infidel and
skeptic and agnostic and the higher critic and
unbelievers are to be pitied hy the man that
knows God the Father and God the Son and
the Holy Ghost! The man who has sat down
and read
pleasure the Sermon on the
Mount and believes it, bas nothing to fear from
the unbeliever and the skeptics, foT he can sing
wi th Brother John T. Benson, of Nashville,
Tenn.:
1

My fe.et h.ave fio.und itbe Te·51tinrg place,

I am on t:he RIQ.ck at fast, ait last;
My feet have found the resrt:ing place,
I am on tlhe Riock at lastt.

Will Huff would say that the man who has
lhe Sermon on the Mount in his heart has sometllng that is rook-ribbed to &tand on.
Amen and Amen J

CHAPTERX.
MOUNT OF TRANSFIGURATION.

Dear reader, we have now arrived a,t the
foot of another great mountain with a remarkable history. We see this mountain recorded
in the 17th Chapter of St. Matthew's Gospel,
and it is called the Mount of Transfiguration.
On this mountain we have a wonderfuHy in..
teresting piece of history. The disciples had
been with Jesus almost three years and had
only seen Him as a man. But on the mount
they saw Him in His glorified body. We
read that His face did shine as the sun and
His raiment was as white as the light. And
then we read, "And behold there appeared unto
them Moses and Elias talking with him;" and
we tum back and notice that it had been 1451
years since Moses had his funeral on the mountain top across the river Jordan from the promised land. After the death of Moses we hear
nothing more of him for 1451 years, hut to
our surprise here he is on the Mount of Trans•
figuration. We look at the other fellow who
is on the mount and behold it is Elijah. and he
had been gone 896 years.
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So we have hefore us the Law-giver and
the prophet and the Savior. The Savior had
said that he would not pass away until all
the Law and the Prophets were fulfilled, and
now here on this mountain we have in the presence of three witnesses: Peter, James and
John, the Christ of the Old and New Testaments. Now 'here stands before us the man
that gave the Law to the world, and we have
before us the greatest Prophet that ever lived.
No other man ever did suah things as Elijah.
The prayer that brought the three years famine and the prayer that hrought the rain, and
the prayer that brought the fire from heaven,
flnd the slaying of eight hundred and fifty false
prophets.
When we read that Peter wanted to build
three houses and live on the mountain top we
are not surprised, for today i f we were to get
into the presence of the Son of God, and if
Moses and Elias were to appear on the scene,
we would want to stay there and ask questions
aJbout our loved ones.
In this wonderful scene on the mountain top
we have three great proofs before us, and they
are as follows: We have Moses there to rep·
resent all the dead, and he proves the resurrection. In the case of Moses we see that the
dead will be resurrected and will stand at the
1
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Judgment Bar of God as natural as if they had
never died. We see this proven by Moses,
for here is a man that had been dead 145 I
years, and we see him as natural as if he had
never died. So Moses in the Mount 0 f
figuration represents all the dead in Christ.
We remem'ber that Elijah never died hut was
t11anslated, and '"'ent up without ever tasting
death, hut there he stands on fille mountain top
as natural as if he had just come from Mt.
Carmel. In this wonderful transfiguration we
see that Elijah represents all the living, for he
never died, but we see him as natural as he
ever was in this liife.
He never became an
angel while he was gone. He still
the old Prophet, and the very moment that
Peter Hashed his eyes on him he knew him and
called him lby name. So that proves that we
will know each other in ,the Land so fair. Some
people have always had their doubts as to
whether we will know each other in heaven or
not. Well, we need have no more trouble
ahout that. We swrely will have as much
We
sense in heaven as we have on earth.
know our loved ones here and of course we
will know them there.
Anotlier fact that we have brought out on
the Mount of Transfiguration is that we have
settled forever who is to be our leader. While
1
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the fa.ce of the Lord was shining like the &UD,
we hear llhe voice of the Father saying, "This
is my well beloved Son, hear him." Notice
He did not say to hear Moses, or to hear EJi..
jalh, but He said "hear him," that is, hear
Christ. While we are to honor all men to
whom honor is due, we are to hear the Son
of God and we are to obey Him and Him
only.
The preacher of the gospel is to hear the
Son of God anl get his message from Him,
and they are to be fresh from heaven; not manmade, but heaven-born; not to be reasoned out,
but they are to be revealed from heaven to the
God-made preacher and not tihe school-made
man. The schools may help a man a little,
but if a man only has what the schools can
give him he is to be pitied, for the poorest
preachers on the face df the earth are men
who are just out of school full of self and
ignorant of God, and as empty as a tin horn,
with no knowledge of God or of the blessed
Holy Ghost. I am sure the Lord would use
a man with good education if He could get
him, ·hut the trouble is this: when a man goes
a few years to the schools and finds out enough
to make him useful, the devil jumps on the poor
fellow with both feet and stamps him into the
ground, and makes him believe that he is too
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important to give his useful life to the Church
of the Lord Jesus, and the thing for him to
do is to go into the things of the world: Law
or Medicine, or the stage. Most anything
will beat being a preadher.
And so the devil catches ·the most of the
men out of the s·ohools, but the Lord in His
divine providence just takes boys and girls out
of the corn fields O'r from the coak stove or
the wash tuib and converts them and then
sanctifies them and fills them with the Holy
Ghost and puts them out on exhibition for the
world to look at. He gives them mounts of
transfiguration and reveals Himself to them,
and the Scriptures all open up to such a fellow
and he lives in and revels in the Holy Bible.
He has mounts of holy worship, and mountains of low, and mountains of vision and moun·
tains of possession, then mountains of contest,
and mountains of temptation, and mountains
of blessings, and then his mount of choice, and
at last his mount of transfiguration, where he
will know Moses as the lawgiver, and Elijah
as the great prophet, and, thank God ! he will
knnw the Son of Cod as his Leader, and his
Guide, and his Protector, and his Keeper, and
fiis all and in all. He will be a living, walk[ng exiample of what God can do for a man
In this old world, and he wi11 live the moun..
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tam-top ]ife which is nottnng more or less than
tihe blessing of
as a second work o{
grace, received by faith subsequent to regeneration.
The mountain- top life is the one, and don't
you stop short of it, beloved; don't you listen
to the devil any longer, but press your claim
to the throne of grace and tell your heavenly
Father that you have come after a mountaiillg
and that you will not be satisfied with a mole
hill, or a big ridge; nothing short of a mountain wiU satisfy you in this world. Well, glory to

God!

Amen!

CHAPTER XI.
MOUNT CALVARY.

We have now come ito Mount Calvary,
which is the hope of this world. We read in
the four Gospels, Matthew, Mark, Luke and
John, of the crucifixion of the blessed Son of
God. Of course all die mountains are very
interesting, and something wonderful has taken
place on •them all, ibut the thing that is worth
most to this lost world is the thought that the
blessed Christ was crucified on the mountain
top for the redemption of this world.
The hope of heaven hangs on the Mount of
Calvary. The hope of heaven is seen there;
the hope of the poor sinner is there, and the
hope of the believer is there. The songs that
have stirred the world have been songs that
were written in the blood o'f the blessed Son
of God. He had to die to shed His blood,
and He died on tihe top of Mount Calva·ry, so
we have to look in that direction to see salvation, or heaven, or hope, or light, or life, or
anything that lifts and elevates man and puts
bim at his beat for God and the world, with its

.uffering humanity.
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We all look from the beautiful diuroh with
its hard-wood pews and Brussels carpets and
thundering organ and red""Wood pulpit, to the
cross of Ghrist on the mountain.
We read that without the shecldin·g of blood
there is no remission, and hack behind ilhe Shedding of the 1blood is die cross, and the cross
stood on Mount Calvary. Just wrhy the Son
of God went to Calvary to die I don't know,
but we know that he did, and that is enough for
us to know. \Ve never will get out of reach
of Calvary. There is no sin that is known
to the human family, outside 0 1£ die sin against
the Holy Ghost, but there is power enough at
Mount Calvary to blot out. All the sins of
the universe have been piled on the Son of
God at Calvary and He bore them all away.
I used to think that there, on that great occasion, He made atonement for all the sins
that had ever been committed, but it covered
more ground than tlhat, for it had to reach forward 'to all the sins :that ever would be committed, and make a provision for them all.
Albout 1900 years after the blessed Christ
hung on the cross of Calvary, I was born and
went into a
of sin. At the age of twentyone I heard o·f the death of the blessed Ohriat
for the remis·sion of my sins, and l wept my
iway to the altar, and repented of my sins, and
1
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confessed my sins, and forsook my sins, and
believed on the blessed Son of God. And
from Calvary there came out pardon, full and
free .. and the blood-stained cross stood out before me and I saw that there was hope for the
guilty sinner. My faith took hold of the shed
blood, the light of heaven broke in on my poor
lost soul, and I got up out of the straw with
the shine on my face, and the glory in my soul.
F rorn that day urrtil this I have had springs in
my beds and a well in my soul and the glory
in my eye and a hope that reached away beyond the grave and out into the eternities.
Well, glory to God! it is enougih to make a
fellow shout just to talk about it.
So we go up and down in this old world
singing such songs as
"At the crios·s, at t:he C'f>OS·s whe·re I fir•s!t saw the

Hgihit,
And the .burde+n of my heart roUed away."

And somebody else will take up the choru$
and begin to sing
sitream >i·s ffowin.g."

And somebody else will take up anotiher old
hymn and begin to sing
"It was rthere ·o·n irt:·s side He suffered and died·
T.o rede·em a poor
like me."

We have found out that a reliigion .that has
no cross in it and no Calvary in it and no blood
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in it is ·a dead religion, and a hopeless religion..
A lifeless religion is man-made and dies with
its creator. which is man.
The Apostle Paul, the greatest preacher
that ·the world ever saw. said, "God forbid
that I should glory save in the cross of our
Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto me and I unto the world." The
Apostle was dead to the world, and the world
was dead to him. He did not want anyfbing
that belonged to the world. and the world did
not want anything that belonged to him.
Calvary means death to the world. It is a
disgrace to the cause of Christ to hear church
members, who trot to the theatre and card table and iball room, talik of a crucifixion. To
my mind it a real sport for the devil. ln the
name of the Christ Who shed His bfood on
Maust Calvary, how can they dare to stand in
the presence of God and talk about being crucified when there is nothing they are dead to
but scriptural
They are as much
alive to the works of the devil as he himself
is, •and they are as dead to the works of the
Church as the devil. In many pla·ces these
people are the leaders in the house. of God.
I don•t wonder that the Son of God said upon
one occasion that the "harlots go into the
kingdom of heaven before you." When He
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spoke those awful words He was talking to
the elders and chief priests, at that time the
rulers of the house of God.
The latest thing that comes to my hea ring
is in one of the little cities out in Ohio. There,
in the First Methodist Chuoch, is a young lady
who sings in the -choir on Sunday morning.
While I was in the town holding a revival
there was a big ball in the city, and the girl
danced with the devil. They had the thing
all arranged, and she was dressed for the great
occasion, and of course the devil was all arranged to ad his pa·rt. The lights were ·turned
low, or turned out, I don't .kn·ow which, and
the devil came in and this young lady danced
with the devil. Of course she knew the devil;
he was a young man in the city whoni she kept
company with and he a sinner. A sinner keepiil'g company with a woman wiho passed herseH for a Christian, and in the baU room dancto be the devil!
ing with a man who is
What faith could he have in the religion of
that young woman? She is as sure to put him
in the pit of despair as the world stands, if he
is led by her influence. Wouldn't she be a
pretty spectacle up in the choir next Sunday
morning? Just think of a woman in tlhe choir
on Sunday morning, and in the arms of the devil
on Tuesday night.
1
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There is no Mount Calvary there; there is
no pleading for the lost there; there is no life
hid with Christ in God diere; tlrere is no wit..
ness of the Spirit there; diere is no baptism
with the Holy Ghost there. Just listen to a
few words from the Methodist discipline:
"Dost ·thou renounce the devil and all his
w·orks, and the vain pomp and glory of rhe
world, with all covetous desires of the same,
so that thou shalt not follow or be led by
them t' And she said, "-I renounce them all.,.
Well, there is but one hope, and that is to
keep our eyes on Mount Calvary and press our
claims to the gates of the devil for a devil that
can degrade the women af the earth and leave
them hopeless and in dark despair, and come
into a Christian nation and into the Methodist
Church and drag the women of America
down on his level, is a pretty shrewd devil.
We had better sing
"The
str:eam, I ,see, I see,
I ·Pil u•nge and oih it deain:sdlh .me."

Amen and Amen.

CHAPTER XII.
MOUNT OF COMMISSION.

We have now come to the Mount of Commission, or the blessed Son of God sending out
the disciples fro'.l!l the top of one of the mountains of Galilee. We read in St. Matt. 18:
16, 19, 20 : "Go ye therefore and teach all
nations baptizing ,them in die name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.
teaching them to observe all things whatsoever
I have ·commanded you, and lo, I am with you
alway even unto the end of the world. Here
the blessed Son of God gave the greatest commission that was ever given to a set of men in
this world. Just listen to the commission: "Go
ye therefore and teach all nations," and then
"Baptizing them in the name of the
Father and in the name of the Son and in the
name of the Holy Ghost.,,
And then He
puts in another clause and says, "Teaching
them to observe all things whatsoever I have
"Lo, I am
commanded you," and then
with you alway even unto the end O'f the
world."
The reader will notice that ·the disciples got
0
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their commission from the top of a mountain.
and not the bottom of the valley, or even
from the banks of a beautiful spring branch.
How wonderful it seems to me to think that
the blessed Christ went to the top of a mountain to do all of His wonderful works. We
see Him on the mountain when He is undergoing his awful temptation; we see Him on the
mountain when He preached that sermon that
every man and woman and child loves to read;
and we see Him on the mountain when he
makes His choice and calls His twelve Apostles; and we see Him on the mount when He
was glorified and "his face did shine as the
sun and his raiment was as white as the light;
and He went on the mountain to be crucified;
mountain when
and now we see Him on
He is giving His disciples the greatest commission that a set of men ever received in this
world.
Oh, the wonderful things that God has told
His children on mountains. What scenes have
taken place around and near by and on the top
of the mountains of the earth. How the Son
of God loved to hang around the mountains.
His preaching and His praying was mostly
done on the mountains of Judea.
After the parting words of the M 1aster, the
disciples went down from the top of that
0
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mountain to do a work that they never would
have done without the great commission from
the Master on the mount of victory and glory
and honor and power and love, for all this hung
over the mountain while the Christ was giving
these men this wonderful commis·sfon. There
was so much included. It was to change the
whole world.
The lives and customs and
work of men were to be changed by the commission to these Galaean fishers who had traveled with the blessed Son of God for three
years. Not only did this great commission
reach out and affect
whole world, but it
meant that the men who received this wondeiiful commission were to preach a new doctrine to the world; and not only that, but they
were to sea l their doctrine by their blood.
Their commission meant not only to preach,
but to perish by the sword; not only dig for
their bread, but die for their cause; and as far
as we know not one of them escaped. Their
lives were taken, ·their heads were severed from
their bodies, but they stood so true that today
the people of the earth are naming their child·
ren for them and naming their churches for
them.
But back behind all is the Mount of Crucifixion, and the Mount 0 f Cornmic;s1on.
On
one of these mountains the di1cip}e3 saw their
1
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Lord and Master die; and on the other mountain they heard the same Master say, "Go
into aH the world and preach the gospel to
every creature, and be that helieveth and is
baptized shall be saved, and he that believeth
not shall be damned."
Their commission
stayed with them until the day of their death.
I suppose that if the Lord ever calls a man to
preach, that he will never lose his commission
to preach the message of the Lord. I have
seen men that I am sure had been called to
preach the gospel, and had backslidden, and
I verily helieve that while they were in their
state the call to preach was still
with them and they felt it as much as ever.
While they were down in the life of sin, while
the devil was beating and cuffing them they
could hear the voice of the Master calling
them to the field of la:bor, and at times their
hearts would burn within them and they wouid
feel like going hack to the work again. I have
heard men preach while they themselves were
down, and the Lord would hless the message
to my own soul. He would !honor His Word
and make it a Messing to multitudes of people.
Tha·t is the reason that men can have revivals
after they have backslii·dden. They still have
the commission from the Master, "Go ye."
1
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CHAPTER XIII.
MOUNT OLIVET.

Dear reader, we have now come to the
Mount of Ascension, or the Son of God ascending to the right hand of the Father. We
read that while He yet talked to them He was
taken up out of their sight into heaven. We
read in Acts 1:9-12 : "And when he bad
spoken these things while they beheld he was
taken up and a cloud received him out of their
sigiht; and wmle they looked steadfastly toward
heaven as he went up, hehold two men stood
by them in white apparel, whi1ch also said, ye
men of Galilee, why stand ye 'gazing up into
heaven) This same Jesus which is taken up
from you into heaven shall so come in like
manner as ye have seen him go into heaven.
Then returned they into Jerusalem from the
Mount caUed Olivet. which is from Jerusalem
a Salbbaith day's journey."
The beauty of this mountain is this that the
feet of the blessed Son o.f God stood on Mount
Olivet up to the last minute that He stood on
the earth. The last tracks that Jesus ever
made were on Mount Olivet. When He left
1
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Olivet He went back to the
hand of the
Father. He had heen in this country for more
than thirty years on a mission that meant everything on earth to us, for it was the plan or
scheme of human redemption. He had conquered the world and the flesh and the dev1l,
and had redeemed us and bought us with His
blood. Now He is ready to leave this world
am:I go back to the right hand of the Father.
He led die disciples out to Mount Olivet and
lifted up His hands and blessed them, and
while he blessed them He was parted from
them and taken up into heaven.
We can imagine just what kind of a time
it was to Him to arrive at His home one more
time and behold His throne that had been va·
cant for more than thirty years. I wonder
just what the angels did when he arrived at
the gates of the Beautiful City. Of course
He was not a stranger to 1ihem, but He had
been away on the most interesting miss·ion that
a man ever went on, and He had been gone
for thirty years. But He did not go back
just as He came down, for He took five
wounds with Him. He had the nail prints in
His hands, and the prints of the spikes through
His feet, and the spear print in His side, and
I imagine that the angels stood and looked on
in amazement and wondered what He had
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been through while He was out on the mission
for us. Well, I suppose that while he told
of the redemption of man the angels stood
breathless. That was something new to them,
for such a thing had never been heard of before until that day. But man who was lost
and ruined by the fal'l and ruled by the devil,
was bought back, 'and the way opened up
whereby man might be brought baok into perfect harmony with God. Man and his Creator could once more be reconciled, the one to
the other. That wars all provided for· 1before
the Christ ever walked off from the mountain
top. He would have heen here untitl now i'f
He had not provided a remedy, but thank
God, the remedy was provided, and man
went out free and happy as a lark if he will
accept the redemption provided by the
bles·sed Son of God while he hung on tlie cross
of Calvary.
When we think of aill that took place in the
life of Ghrist on the mountains of this earth.
it is wonderful. We remember that He met
the devil in His awful temptation on the mountain, and He preached the greatest sermon that
the world ever lheard or ever wiU hear on
top of the mountain, and He prayed all night
on the mountain top and ca:lled His Apostles
next morning, and He went to the top af Cal·
1
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vary with the cross on His shoulider to die for
us, and He was transfigured on the mountain
top, and He gave the commission to the disci..
pies from the top df the mountain in Galilee.
And now we see Him going hack to the right
hand of tlhe Father from the mountain top.
lihese are among the greatest inJCiidents in
the 'life and de ath of Christ who came into a
world on the most blessed mission that was ever
heard of, and lived lihe most unselfish life that
was ever heard of, and died the most cruel death
that was ever heard of, and loved man
so well that he was willing to let man
put Him to death, and then died for
the fellow who killed Him.
The world
tried to disgrace Him, and His life was
so pure and 'Spotless that di'Sgrace would not
stick to Him. His life was like tlhe sunshine.
The sun can shine all day on the mud hole in
the wad and at
withdraw itself without
a blotdh on it. The people said everything in
the world about Him that was had, and they
accused Him of everything ·in the world that
was bad, and He never disputed anything that
was ever told on Him, and today three worlds
believe Him to he innocent and the three
worlds believe the world to be guilty. His life
was as high above the life of men as the mountain topa are above the vaHeys. No compari1
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son at a11; one on the top and the
on the
bottom. As we see Him as·cending the clouds
we wonder what bas become 0 f the disgrace
that was heaped on Him, The people
W e heard Him say that He could destroy
this temple and build it in three days," and
they said that they heard Him say that
He was the Son of God, and they said that
they heard Him blaspheme, and they rent their
clotih.es and cl'lied out, "Away with him;" but
a·fter they had done all that a set of sin. . cursed
could do-put Him to death, and put
Him in the tomb, and put the stone over the
mouth of the grave, and put the Roman soldiers there to guard it-on the third day after
the crucifixion, we see Him get up and walk
out of the tomb and we see the Roman so:Jdiers
tuidbling over each o·tJher and faJlling like dead
men.
In a few days we lOO'k up and behold, He is
walking on the clouds and going back to the
Father, and the High Priest and the Roman
soldiers are just as helple·ss as the rest of us.
But thank God, the
crowd that followed
Him to Mount Olivet are as happy as the larks
in the meadow and they have a shine on their
faces and they !have a promise that the rest of
the folks haven't got. They come back to
the city and go to the upper room and begin
1
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one of the most interesting prayer meetings that
the wol'1ld ever heard of, and they know that
something will happen, for He said to them as
He went up, "Behold I send the promise of
the Father upon you; but tarry ye in the city
of Jerusalem until ye be endued with power
from on high. You were born of the flesh and
were horn of the Spirit, and have !been baptized with water, and must be baptized with the
Holy Ghost not many days hence." They
knew that something was awaiting them, and
so when tihe iblessing did not get in on the first
day they waited till the s·econd, and till the
third, and so on till the Day of Pentecost.
They knew that there was something coming
to them from on high, and bless the Lord,
they waited for it and got it, and it was the
1
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CHAPTER XIV.
MOUNTAIN PEAKS OF LIFE-CONVICTION.

We have now come to tihe mountain peaks
of life. There are at least three great mountain peaks in the ilife of every wholly sanictified
man or woman. The first that stands out in
the memory of the child of God is that experience of Bible Conviction. In the Christian
Mount Sinai stands for conviction.
You remember at Mount Sinai the Law was
given and if so much as a beast touched the
hdly mountain it was
through with a
dart. It is the same today; when the Holy
Spirit convicts a sinner he is thrust through
with a dart, and then he is ready to die to the
world. He wants a place to pray, and he
feels that he is the meanest man on earth, and
he wonders why God has put up with him so
fong. He is amazed to think that God has
kept him out of heH so long, and he is now
ready to repent of his sins, and forsake his
sins and believe on the Lord Jesus Christ.
When he does fhat he wiU hear irom heaven; and until be hears ·the voice of God speakina to him as a :loving
he bears the thUD1
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ders af Mount Sinai and sees the forked light·
ning playing over his head, and knows that he
is the man God is after. He knows that he is
a hell-deserving wretch and that nothing but
the grace of a merciful God has kept him out
of the pit.
Now the little piece of dirt that he pays taxes
on is as nothing in his own sight, and his bank
stock is as nothing hefore him. It is not more
horses and more mules that he wants, but it is
God that he wants, for the man is under BiMe
convr:iction, and nothing short of a Bible repen·
tance and a Bihle confession ·and a Brble for..
saking will bring peace to his troubled soul, but
if he will meet God's conditions he will receive
God's pardon. He has been thinking all the
time ·that he was as good as anybody else, but
today if you were to ask him aJbout himself, he
would tell you of a different man to what he
thought he was a few days ago. He now has
his eyes open.
The first thing that Bible conviction does for
a fellow is to open his eyes, and for the first
time in his life he sees himself as he really is.
He ·has been thin1king that he was one of the
nicest men in the community, and as to his goodness, he never had a doU:!bt albou:t it until now.
He thought he was as good as any church mem·
ber in the community' and, fad, he has often
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said that he would not swap chances with the
best of them for he said that he was an honest
man, and he said that he paid all his debts, and
he said that he had wronged no man, and he
said that he had provided for his family a little
better than the ohurch members, and, in fact,
he was aJ.l that could be desired of a gentleman. But tlhe Master said, "Ye must be born
again," and be has paid no attention to that,
and all the time he has ibeen boasting his own
honesty. To his surprise when the arrow from
the King's :bow strikes him in IJhe heart, and his
eyes fly open, he sees down in his own heart
that he is as tough as a meat block.
There in the natural heart, he sees an·ger,
and jealousy, and pride and enmity and impatience, and profanity, and vulgarity, and Sabbath desecration, and the love of the world.
and the love of praise, and the love of money,
and no time for God, and no time for the Bi1ble, and no time for prayer, and no time for
God's house and no time for the service of the
blessed Son of God. When aU of this begins
to dawn on the fellow, he thinks that he is the
meanest white man on ·the face of the whole
earth, and wonders how God can have mercy
on him and save him at alil. Some men I have
seen almost go ·into despair when they see down
in their own hearts, and all along before that
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they thought that they didn't need anything at
all, and wondered why their friends were so
interested in them.
One reason that we have so little spiritual
Iife in the Chureh is because there is so little
conviction, or maybe none at alrl. They have
joined the church when the crowd went in, but
ndbody gets Bible religion just because the
crowd is going that way. We must be conv.ioted of our sins and wake up to the fact that
we are lost, and when we wake up and find
we are lost, then we are ready to start back
lo the Father's house. One thing that I do
thank God for, and it is that I got a good
case of Biible conviction and that I did repent
of my sins, and confess my sins and forsake
my sins, and tlhen it was no trouble to believe
on the Lord Jesus Cluiist, and thank God it
was no trouble for Him to blot out
of my
sins, and then give me the witness of the Spirit that I was the child of God. Well, amen,
and amen.

CHAPTER XV.
MOUNT OF CONVERSION.

We have now come to the second mountain
peak in the life of a sanctified Christian. Of
oourse it is Conversion or the Witness of the
Spint, or Regeneration, or the New Birth, or
being Born Again. All the aborve names are
applied to the converted man.
As we saw that Mount Sinai was die mountain peak of conviction for the sinner, we see
that Mount Calvary is tbe mountain peak for
the regenerated man. It is a fact that when
a man goes to Mount Sinai and gets under Bi..
ble conviction he goes down through the ¥alley
of repentance and cliimbs the mountain on which
the cross stood, and there, aU sin.,cursed and
devil-ridden lhe fooks up through his tears and
sees the hlessed Son of God bleeding on Calon him and
vary for him. He there
then accepts Him as His Savior, and the load
of conviction that has lbeen hanging over his
head ever since he left Mount Sinai, with all
of his guilt, slips away at t!he foot of the cross
on Calvary. Then and there he is pardoned
1
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and receives the witness of the Spirit and knows
for himself that he is converted.
He knows that the loarl of guilt <md condemnation rolled away on the mountain. and ncN
he is a free man so far as sins are concerned.
and he knows that he is a live man as far as
Iife is concerned, for he has been born again.
He has been changed from nature to grace.
Old things have passed away, and behold all
things are become new. He is now a new
creature. He is what we called a justified
main, or, to make it real plain he is now a religious man. He has been regenerated and
has been adopted into the fami ly of God. and
his name has been written in the Lam:b's Book
of Life. Now if he keeps what he got, he will
be alive a million years from today and shining
in the Kingdom of our Lo.rd Jesus Christ.
The regenerated life is one o·f the great
mountain peaks of the life of a man of God.
It is a great thing to lbe born again. Indeed
it is so great that so many have supposed that
there is no room for anything else, and they
have made the mistake of trying to make the
new 1hirth cover all the ground of the life of
ll'he Christian. I am ready and willing to admit fhat regeneration goes as far as God intended regeneration to go, but God never intended regeneration lo oover the ground that
1
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sanctification is to cover. If we look we wiU
fiee that there is a vast difference between the
birth of the Spirit and the baptism of the Spirit
We are all conviI11ced that it is one of the
great things of the great God to reg·enerate a
dead sout but thank God, He can do it, and
not only that, be He can give you the witness
of the Spirit to the work that has been done,
and the man who bas received it will know it
a liUle better than he knows anything else.
But while we caH regeneration one moun ..
tain peak, there are nine works of grace in
that one work, or somebody else would say,
that there are nine steps to fbe taken to get out
of sin into the life of righteousness. I can
give them to you just so plain that anybody on
earth can see them.
To begin widi here is the first step to be
taiken: it is Bible conviction. Don't you see
that conviction is one thing, and regeneration
is another? Now after a man is convicted he
repents of his sins. So you see that repentance
is one thing and regeneration is another. Well
now, when the fellow repents of his sins he is
brought to the place where he confesses his
sins, and you see that to confess is one fhing
and regeneration is another. But take another step. After he confesses his sins he is
brought to the place where he can believe on
1
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the Lord Jesus Christ. You see at a glance
that regenerallion is one thing and to believe on
the Lord Jesus Christ is another. Well now,
when a man believes on the Lord Jesus Christ
he is then and there justified. We understand
that justification must take place in the mind of
God, and before he can count that man just
He must look at him through the blood of His
own Son. When he is justified in the mind
of God, He sends the Holy Spirit to Wlitness to
it, and we call that regeneration. He is born
again, or regenerated, and when lhe is regenerlted, the Holy Spirit will come into his heart
!>earing witness with his heart that he is now
the chi.Jd of God. N <YW there is justification.
or being justified from past guilt, and there is
regeneration, or the making alive of a dead
soul, and there is the witness of the Spirit that
these works of grace are done in your heart.
When that is done then and there you are
adopted into the family of God, and your name
is written in the Lamb's Book of Life.
Now reader, if you will look you will see
nine works of grace as plain as the sunshine
before your eyes. Now let us state the nine
works as they come in order to make it real
plain. First conviction, and second repentance,
thir.d confession, fourth forsaking, fifth believing, sixth justification, seventh regeneration,,
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eighth the witness of the Spirit, ninth adoption.
It takes all of these great works in the life of
the man to make a Bible Christian out of him
and get him started on ·the roa,d to heaven I
grant you that the aibove looks like enough to
make a man anything in the world that he ought
to be, but you will notice that there is not one
thing said in all of the above works of grace
concerning trhe carnal mind, or the Old Man
as he is caHed, and the 1blessing, as great as it
is, only deals with the sins that we have committed. There is not one thing in tlhe above to
show that the Old Man is destroyed in regeneration, but there are thousands of things in the
life of the churohmem'bers of the present time
to show ·that, as the Bible puts it, they are ..yet
carnal," ·and it has ever been so.
A regenerated man today is as religious as
they ever were in any other age o·f the world.
The people who were born again 1900 years
ago did not get any better religion than I got
on the ·frontier of Texas 29 years ago. They
needed The Blessing, and so did I, and so do
you, and so do we alt But that is to be the
next mountain peak that we are to discuss.
The 1reail facts are that the
life
is a great life, and higher tlhan the great bulk
of people live. If we, as a people, were to liive
up to God's standard of regeneration, we
1
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would have no trouble in getting the Church
into the experience of holiness. At the fint
opportunity they would go into the fountain as
a drove of sheep over the pasture fence. You
could not keep them out of the blessed experience of fuU salvation. M it were popular to be
sanctified, in all the churches we would !have
them at the altar by the tens of thousands, and
suoh a sevival would brea1k out as d1e world
never saw. The glory would -fill the tabernacle and the world would be brought to Christ
in this generation.
1

CHAPTER XVI.
MOUNT OF SANCTIFICATION.

We have now come to the third mountain
peak in the life of the Christian, and of course
it is the blessing of sanctification. We have
noticed that Mount Sinai stands for conviction
and that Mount Calvary stands for regeneration. So Mount Zion stands for sanctification.
We read in the 24th chapter of St. Luke•s Gospel and the 49th verse: "And behold I send
the promise of my F abher upon you. But
tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem until ye be
endued with power from on high." Here we
have the promise of fue Fa'ther. Christ Himself says that the Father had promised the blessing, and for them to tarry at J
until the
blessing came. The Lord knew that these men
could not do the work that was before them
until they had received power from on high.
He HimseM called it ·the enduement of power
and He never said it was to the in the s·chools,
for He knew too well that the schools had nothing to giive. There is no use in the world for
a beggar to hang around a fellow who hasn't
anything ·to give. The Master was honeat with
93
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us and saiid that the enduement of power was
to come down to us from on high.
You remember that St. James said that "If
any man lack wisdom, let him ask of the Lord,
who giveth to all men lilberally and uphraideth
not, and it shall be given lhim." James under..
stood that not only the power is to come down
from on high, but that the wisdom was to come
down from on high also. The Master said
that, "Ye must be born again," so even the
spiritual birth is not of cllls world, but is like
wisdom and power, it must come down from the
great Fountain Head, the F arher of all life,
and light, and wisdom, and power, and goodness, and love, and mercy.
Jolhn ·the Baptist in the 3rd of Matthew says
that the believer is to be baptized with the Holy
Ghost and fire is not the new birth, for a fellow
must be born before !he can be baptized. We
read in ·the Gospel of St. John 14: 16: "And
I wiifil pray the Father and he will give you another Comforter that he may albide with you
forever." Here John says tlhat when we receive Him that He is the Abiding Comforter.
Well, he means to say that when we receive the
Holy Ghost He will come to abide with us,
and that He is a comforter. We all know that
is the very ·thing that we want and must have
1
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To keep what we have is not to succeed, and
to just hold our own is not a success at all. To
succeed, we must not only keep what we have.
and hold a:U we have gained, but we must go
on and take new territory each day. If our
camp fires are found in the same plaice for as
long as two nights, we are not traveling, but are
standing still. To stand means to go back, for
if we don't go forward, we must go backward.
Going to heaven is like riding the bicycle; you
have to go on or get off one or tihe other. The
faster tit runs, the straighter it stands, and the
slower it goes, the worse it wai)jbles, and when
it stops it falls.
We read again in Matt. 14 :26: "But the
Comforter which is the Holy Ghost, whom the
Father will send in my name, he shall teach
you all things and bring all things to your remembrance whatsoever I have said unto you."
The Holy Ghost is a Comforter and also a
teacher. His office work is to comfort and
impart knowledge; He is our Instructor or
And notice, the Master said that
Teacher.
He will bring all things to yoUT remembrance.
He will not let us forget anyfhing. He is a
constant reminder that "the Master said so and
so." We are to have all the promise and all
li'h.e will fulfilled in us, and as long as there is
coming to us from our Father's will,
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the blessed Holy Ghost will renmd us of it,
and will never stop until we get all that is coming to us.
Now reader, I think that it is simply grand.
How hadly we need such a teacher here in this
world of sin and sorrow where the devil is doing
all that a mighty devil can do to teach men the
way of sin and deatlh. One way that he has
been successful is to keep men in ignorance of
the good things that God has in store for them.
Most of the people aire living away down below
their blessed privileges. The devil has been
able to keep them from getting in possession of
their great estate, and as long as he can succeed
in that he is not only defeating t;hem, lbut he is
defeating tlhe 1blessed Son of God who bought
the iblessing for us with His own blood. Of
course we know that every .child of God can
have the blessing the very day that he 'Comes for
it, and hrings himself to the Lord. The blessing will then and there be delivered to him.
For the work of tlhe blessed Holy Ghost is to
teach the child of God and bring these things
to his remembrance, and the main thing that is
to be brought to his mind is the blessing of
sanctification.
From the time the young convert starts to
heaven the blessed Holy Ghost begins to draw
him into his own companionship and begins to
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teach him of the Ohnist and what He is able to
do for him. I have seen Christians by the
thousands who wanted to be filled with all the
fullness of God. The blessed Holy Ghost had
done His office work in their hearts, and they
were so hungry for the blessing that they could
hardly stand it. I have known them to go to
their pastors and tell them of the hunger in their
hearts, and instead of the pastors leading the
flock of God anto the green pastures, they woulct
lead them the other way and tell them that it
is impossible for them to have an
that would satisfy their poor hungry souls and
tum them away empty. Well, you will find
such a preacher described in the prophecy of
Ezekiel where he said, "Woe be unto the shep·
herds,, who feed themselves and beat or shear
or starve the flock.
So many places I go I find that the most of
the church members are away ahead of their
pastors, and instead of the pastors leading the
flock, as the Lord is my judge, they are in the
way of their own people and are a drawback
to them instead of a blessing. I go to plenty
of places where the only hope of a revival in
the chureh is the prayers of a few faithful ones,
and the pastor is in the way from t!he time the
meeting opens till it doses. H h.e would get up
and leave town or stay away from the meetinr
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I know
that my statement is not overdrawn although
some people might think so, but it is because
they do not see the conditions as we see
The blessed Holy Ghost will not work where
He is to ta1ke a hack seat, and His work is not
to he made lig,ht of ·either lby :the preacher or
the workers. Where tlie blessed Holy Ghost
can have perfect right of way, He will convict
sinners and ·reg,enerate believers and sanctify
His own people and fill them with Himself and
make their Jives happy and usefu1 and make
they live.
them a \bllessing to the worJ.d in
Now we ·read in St. John 15:26, 27: "But
when the comforter is come wlhom I will send
unto you from the Father, even the Spirit of
truth, which proceedeth from the Father, he
shall testify of me and ye also shall bear witness :because you have been with me from the
beginning." The reader will notice that when
we receive the blessed Holy Ghost He is to testify of Ghiiist, and we also are to bear witness.
There is no way for a man to find out about
Christ, hut by the Holy Ghost. The man may
read the Bihle for years and be as ignorant of
Ghrist as a heathen; be may never know the
blessed Son of God until the Holy Spirit comes
to his heart and bears witness to the truth that
he has been reading in the Bible.. You have

it would be far better for the church.
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read of Christ in the Book, !but until the Holy
Ghost reveals the Christ to you, you will have
nothing more or less than a piece of history in
your mind. But !bless God, when the blessed
Holy Ghost comes to your heart, you will know
the Son of God better than you will know the
voice o'f your mother. That is the beauty of
the incoming Holy Ghost, and from now you
will have a testimony and the glory of the Lord
wiH be there to bless you and to keep you and
to guide you into all truth and to comfort you
and to fight your battles and to def.eat your enemies and to encourage you and to help you to
bear the burdens of life.
I am so thankful to know that we have this
wonderful Treasure, and that He is to abide
with us forever. We are to never be without
Him and His abiding presence again while we
l1ive. Well, glory to God! that is enough to
put all the Church at the mourners' bench as a
set of seekers for Him, the blessed Comforter
and Teacher, and the one who is to testify to
the truth of God and His Christ and His revealed Word. For Paul says in the 12th
Chapter of 1st Corinthians that "no man can
say that Jesus is the Lord but by the Holy
Ghost," so beloved, we must have the Holy
Ghost in order to know the Son of God. and
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we must have the Son 0 f God before we
the Father.
So all the steps in rhe divine life are only
through the Holy Ghost. We must
he convicted by the Holy Ghost and we must
be born of the Spirit, and we must be baptized
by the Ho·ly Ghost and fire, and we must have
the Holy Ghost to know the Son, and we must
have the Son to know the Father.
NCYW we want to look at some beautiful
tlhings in St. John's Gospel 16: 7. 8. Christ
said to the disciples: "Nevertheless, I teH you
the truth it is expedient for you that I go away,
for if I go not away the Comforter will not
come unto you, but if I depart I will send him
unto you. And when he is come he will reprove the world of siin and 0 f nghteousness and
of judgment." The reader will nofice in the
above text that the only way that God ever
convicts sinners is to send the Holy Ghost into
the heart and life of the believers. You notice
that Christ said it was expedient for us that He
went away, for He said, "If I go not away the
Comforter will not come to you but if I depart
I wall send him." W eH now, the question naturally arises in the mind of the reader, when
the Holy Ghost is come where will he come}
Or in other words, where will He stay if he
We will say as the Biible directs, there
1
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is but. one place for the Holy Ghost to come,
and that is to the heart of the regenerated child
of God for we know that the Holy Ghost can't
come and live in the hearts of sinners.
Chiiist says when t!he Holy Ghost comes and
takes up His abode in the hearts of the children
of God that sinners will be convicted of sin and
of righteousness and of the Judgment, so at
a glance we see the only hope in the universe for
a sinner is for God's people to go down before
Him and get filled with the Holy Ghost, and
when they do it the sinners wiH come flodcing
home to God by the tens of thousands. You
may take the sinners of the community and
they think that they are all right and don't need
a thing, but when the children of God go to the
altar and make their consecration and receive
the Holy Ghost the sinner will then and there
get his eyes open, and at olllce he will see that
he is a guilty sinner and on the road to an awful
hell. He has been thinking that he was as
righteous as anybody, but when he gets under
conviction he will find out that he hasn't any
righteousness at all . Then in that condition
he will wake up to the fact that he is judgment
day bound, and he will see that he is not prehope
pared for it at all. Then there is
of him. Until now he has been blind as a
bat, but now he
his condition.
1
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Now we read the 13th verse of this 16tb
chapter and we have a beautiful statement.
"Howbeit when the spirit of truth is come he
will guide you into all truth for he shall not
spea1k of himself, but whatsoever he shall hear,
lihat shall he speak, and he will shew you things
to come." Here the reader will notice that the
Holy Ghost is to be a guide. In the other
scriptures that we have read He was to be a
comforter, and a teacher, and a
and a
revealer of Christ. How beautiful all the
above scriptures are. N aw we come to the one
what shows Him to be more than aH the above.
He is here shown as a guide and how important
it is that we have a guide, for we are to be
pilgrims and strangers here below, for here we
have no continuing city, but we seek one to
come, whose builder and maker is God.
As we pass through this wilderness we need
a guide, and thank the Lord, we are to have
one, the blessed Holy Ghost How beautiful
it is to know that we are to have a comforter,
and a teacher, and a revealer, and a tes,tifier,
and a guide, all in the person oif the Holy
Ghost. Not only that, but we notice in the
same verse that He is to show us things to come.
Here the blessed Holy Ghost is to become to
us a
and tell us things that are to come.
To us that looks reasonable, for we read that
1
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the holy men of old spake as they were moved
by the Holy Ghost, and if lhe Holy Ghost
could tell a man things that were to come to
pass a thousand years before it did come to
pass, we see that He could make known things
to us as well. So the blessed Holy Ghost is
to he everything to us that we need to get us out
of a life of sin into a Iifo of righteousness and
holiness, and finally into heaven, for He is to
comfort us on the way, and He is to teach us
on the way, and He is to take the things of
Christ and show them to, us on the way.
Well, if He will do all that, it looks like we
might get through, don't
It does to me,
bless His holy name. The way all seems so
clear to a fellow when he has heard from the
skies and knows for himself and not for another that the Holy Ghost will taike the things of
Christ and show them to us. There will be
no trouble if we will lt>ok, and if we won't look
the loss will be ours and not His, and every
mouth will be stopped before God.
Now reader, we come to the 14th verse of
the 16th Oh.apter of St. John's Gospel. "He
shall glorify me, for be sh.all receive of mine
and shall shew it unto you." Now the blessed
Son of God tells us that when the Holy Ohost
is come t,hat He wiU glorify Him, and the great
bulk of the church members of 1jhis country are
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trying some new sclheme to see if they can "'t
glorify the blessed Christ. But everything that
is tried proves to be a flat failure and is no good
in the world. l 1t comes to naught hecause they
have gone to the wrong thing to briing glory to
the blessed Christ. If tihey wiH go down on
their knees now and receive
Holy Ghost
they will be in the line or on the way to success, for just as sure as they get the Holy Ghost
and live the life they will bring glory to the
blessed Son of God. The way to glorify the
Christ is to get the Ho'ly Ghost.
Now notice what the Christ said, "He, (the
Holy Ghost) shall take the things ·of mine and
shall shew them unto you." One way for us
to bring glory and honor to the life of Ghrist is
to let the Holy Ghost ta:ke the things of Christ
and show them unto us. What an honor the
blessed Son 0 f God confers on us. Just think
of it, the Holy Ghost taking the things of Ghrist
and showing them to us. Just thiil!k of it, if
a poor man of America were to go to England
and King Edward were to have 1lhe man
brought in and show him all the glory and
honor that belonged to diat great nation, the
man would never get over talking a:bout it in
the world. But here the King of kings and
Lord of lords offers to have the Holy Ghost
take the things of His and show them to us.
1
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The Bi'ble speaks of the "riches of his g}o..
ry." Don't you know that mt is wonderful to
behold the glory of a great king here in this
And just think O'f the glory of the
blessed Son of God, all of which you are to
behold aind enjoy just as if you were your very.
own. I don't wonder that fhe Apostle cried
0
out, 0h the depth o'f the riches of the glory
of die Son of God." It is said to be past
finding out. Of course it is, and we never
would find it out if the blessed Holy Ghost did
not take ·them and show them to us. We
don't discover them; they are shown to us by
the Spirit.
We come now to the scriptures fhat show
the Holy Ghost as our bapllizer. You may
read St. Matthews 3 : 11 first and see how the
scriptures harmonize. Notice the reading of
this, "I indeed baptize you with water unto repentance, hut lhe that cometh a'fter me is mightier
than I whose shoes I am not worthy to bear, lhe
shal1l baptize you with the Holy Ghost and
with fire." Now we turn to St. Maiik's Gospel 1 :8: "I indeed have baptized you with
water, hut he shaU baptize you with the Holy
Ghost." Now we turn to Luke's Gospel 3 :
16: "John answered, saying to them all, I indee-d /baptize you with water, hut one mightier
than I cometh, the latchet of whose shoes I am
1
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not worthy to unloose. He shall baptize you
with the Holy Ghost and with fire." Now
tum and read the next lesson from John's Gospel, l :33: "And I knew him not, but he that
sent me to baptize with water tlhe same said
unto me, Upon whom thou shailt see the Spirit
descending and remaining on him, the same is
he which baptizes with the Holy Ghost." And
then John adds in the next verse, "And I saw
and bear record that this is tlhe Son of God.,.
So that settles forever who it is that is to
baptize with the Holy Ghost; iit is the blessed
Son of God. But we turn now and read Acts
1 :5: "For John tru'ly baptized with water,
but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost
not many days hence." In connection with
che scriptures we have already used, we will
read the 8th verse of the first chapter of Acts:
uBut ye shall receive power after that the Holy
Ghost is come upon you, and ye shaM be witnesses unto me ho th in Jerusalem and in all
Judea and in Samaria and unto the uttermost
parts of the earth." Now reader, a Chnistian
experience that wiH reach to the uttermost parts
of tJhe eart·h is to my mind a moun tain-1Jeak experience, or a mountain-top life. There is no
use for me to undertake to explain the above
scriptures, for they don't need anybody to explain them. They only need a fellow to be1
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lieve them and go to shouting the victory through
the blessed Son of God, and we are ready to
do that now, and if we have got the blessed
it won't be long until it will break
out on us and somebody wil'l know it, and then
somebody else will hear about it, and the first
thing you know it will be
the set,.J,..
ment, and then all over the state\
tht111 to

an

the uttermost paiits of the eartll-

CHAPTER XVII.
THE DOOMED CITY.

Dear re:l:ler, we now come to the Doomed
City and the family of Lot making their escape
from the city of Sodom. The text is Gen.
19: 17. "And it came to pass when they had
brought them forth abroad that he said, Escape
for thy life, look not behind thee neither stay
thou in all the plain; escape to the mountains
lest thou be consumed.,, T'he
will notice that when the angel led Lot and his family
out of Sodom that he said, "Escape for
life," and he said it because the city was doomed to destruction. In this case the city of Sodom stands for a }1ife of sin. All sin is doomed
and all sin will he destroyed, and it makes n<J
difference whom God finds sin on, he is a
doomed man and will he destroyed if he don•t
make his escape from
do9med city. All
sin is to the Lord today just what Sodom was
that day.
I suppose one sin deliberately committed
against God is as distasteful and as disgusting
and as destructive in its make ..up as ten thousand of the same kind would be committed
109
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against God. You may take any line of sin
that you can think of, and the thing is as much
doomed as Sodom was, and as surely as old
Sodom went down under the flames of the
wrath of a sin-avenging God, :that line of sin
is doomed to go the same way. You may
think of what the world would call a nice line
O'f ·sin, such as dancing and card playing and
theatre going, and circus running, and Sahbath
des·e·cration, and lodgeism, and tobaccoism, and
the race rcourse, and liquor in all of its hideous
forms, and the world thinks that these things
are a part O'f the necessities of life, and can see
no sin in them at all. But nevertheless they
are a brood of doomed sinners just waiting for
the angel to come out with the sword of God in
his hand and pronounce the awful curse of the
Almighty on the whole herd. So it is run or
bum, one or the other, for all Sodom is doomed
and the angels are now on their way to this
earth to destroy old Sodom again, and all the
Lo't family will have to escape or go down in
the flames and be used as fuel to feed the flames

with.
So the angel got the man Lot by the hand
and said, "Escape for thy life and look not be-

hind thee, neither stay
in all the plain lest
thou be consumed." Remember Lot said.
"Oh no, my Lord." But the angel took noth-
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ing hack. It was escape or perish, for the
angels were there, and they were there for the
one purpose, and that was to destroy Sodom.
If the reader will turn to the 13th Chapter
of Matthew and read verses 41 and 42 he will
have the destruction of Sodom told over again.
Notice the reading of these two verses. "The
Son of man shall send forth his angels and
they shall gather out df ·his kingdom all things
that offend and them that do iniquity, and
shall cast them in a furnace of fire; there s'hall
be wailing and gnashing of teeth.,, The reader will notice that the angels· were used of the
Lord to destroy Sodom, and now Christ tells
that at the last day the angels will be used to
gather out of His Kingdom all things that offend and them wlho do iniquity and cast them
into a furnace of fire.
Again the reader will remember that when
God wanted to destroy all the first•born of
Egypt that He sent out the destroying angel
and a mighty wail went up from Egypt for
there was one dead in every home. You will
find it recorded in Exodus 12 :29, 30.
Again you will remember when the King of
Assyria went up to make war against Israel
that he went in the name of the gods that he
had made with his own hands, and he defied
the God of the Israelites and told ·them to not
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let Hezekiah deceive them, for he said that
there was no God who could deliver Israel out
of his hand. He wrote a letter to the King
of Israel in whic:h he defied the God of heaven,
and when Hezekiah got the letter he went to
the top of the wall o·f Jerusalem and spread the
lette·r out before the Lord and told Him to
read the letter that Kiing Sennacherib had
written. And the Lord read the letter and
that night He sent out one of His mighty angels, and the next morning there were dead men
almost without number. Just tum and read
lsaia'h 3 7 :36: "Then the angel o.f the Lord
went forth and smote in the camp of the Assyrians 185,000, and when they arose early in
the morning ·behold they were all dead corpses."
Now reader, that looks like business to see one
angel out in a single night leaving 185,000 dead
men on the plains.
Just think of old Sodom now, and look and
see, the angels are already in the city, and
leading out Lot and his family. The city is
doomed, but God loved one man and his name
was AbraJham, and he had prayed for Lot, ;ind
for Abraham's sake Cod spared Lot, but he
destroyed the city.
The next clause in this text that we wil'l look
at is this "Look not behind thee." It is not
well pleasing to the Lord for a man to start to
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the land of righteousness 01· to the hills of safety
and then turn and look at the thing
had to
give up. Sodom was doomed and God had
said, "Escape for thy life," and now if the
city is doomed and the curse of God is hanging
over it and He is now ready to raiin fire from
heaven on the city and burn it up, as He will
all sin, it is not pleasing to Him to see a fellow
turn and look back at the city
start and
or his old life of sin.
How many times have we seen the young
man or the young lady start for heaven and
for some time make a splendid run, and then
turn iback to the o'ld life and become harder
and get further away from God than tlhey
were before they started. They have looked
back at Sodom. You remember Lot•s wife.
She turned and looked back and never took
another step in the right direction. She was
left standing t1here as a warning to all who
should come after her that it was dangerous to
leave and then tum and look 'back at the thing
that we have to give up. It is like this. Wb.en
Lot and ·his family left Sodom they had started
to another city, and now when they lose enough
interest in the city that they are going to, to stop
and look back at the one they have left, right
then and there they are ba·ckslidden, fur their
interest should not be in the city behind them
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but in the city before them. Cod had com..
manded them to flee from Sodom and He said
look not behind Vhee. Don't even stop to look
back at old Sodom, for she is doomed and will
be destroyed. And if you hang around Sodom and I destroy Sodom I will destroy you
with the city. We are to escape or we are to
perish, one O'r the other.
No doubt that the devil met Lot's wife as
he did Mother Eve and said to her, "Did the
Lord command that you should not look back
at the cityi" "Yes," said she to ihim, "that
was the command." "Well," said the devil,
"just look yonder. Don't you s·ee the house
of your children on fire? Just listen to their
<!ries. It is a shame for the Lord to treat them
that way." And Mrs. Lot turned herself and
took the last look at the city, and she never
looked again, and never will in this world, for
the Old Book says that there she was turned
to a pillar of salt.
The next step that we take in the text is this:
"Stay not thou in the plain." The idea tha.t
we get from this clause in the text is this: The
Lord don't want us to stay too close to the place
where we started from. He said, "And stay
not thou in all the plain. 0 Tihere is danger of
a fellow staying too close to his old crowd. If
he don't wateh they will get .him back into his
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old life. Old Sodom, or the old life, or the
old crowd are a11 kin to the Old Man, or the
carnal mind, and if we undertake to stay too
dose they will have us hack in the old city before we know it. Our only hope is to get up
and flee from the doomed city, and then not
hateful thing,
even stop and look back at
and then not stay too close to the city when we
get out.
I have seen young ladies w'ho had been well
nigh ruined by the ball room, weep their way to
the altar, and weep over their liives of waywardness and confess out to God and forsake
the thing, and sweet peace would come into
their lives and they would run well for awhile.
But it would not be six months ti1l the devil
and 1his crowd would have them go to a nice
play party, all the time te1ling them there was
no harm in a nice play party. Then the old
tife would begin to giiip them like a mighty
monster from the forest, and in a few weeks
you will hear of them at one of the ni·ce balls
\lP town. Well, she is now back in Sodom,
and will probably stay right there till Sodom is
de$troyed, and she will go down in the flames
never to rise again. Don't you see she did not
He said, "Escape for
heed God'

rhy life." He said, "Look not behind vhee ...
And He also said, "And stay thou in all the
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plains lest thou be consumed."
Well, she
looked hack, and she wanted to go back, and
she did not go on, and of course she turned back
and is still back, and will prdbably stay back.
Well, you say, "Back where?•" Back in old
old life of sin, just where she was
Sodom, or
before she ever made a start, and she is harder
to reach today than she was before sihe ever
left Sodom tJhe first time. The devil has a
harder grip on her than he ever had in this
world. How much it means to escape from
the old life, and then not stop on the plains, or
look hack, or anything of the :kind, but it is
possi1:>Ie, or God would never have given such
a command, and the reason He did it was for
our good and our protection and safety.
The next clause in the text is this, now notice it: "Escape to the mountain lest thou be
consumed." The rear!er will notice that we
now have already had one escape, and now we
have another. That makes up the two es·capes
in. this verse. First He said, "Escape from the
doomed city." That is, without a doubt, the
sinner es·caping from the life of sin, and then
He said, "Look not behind
and then he
said, '"Neither stay thou in all the plains," ancl
now He says, "Escape to the mountains lest
rJhou be consumed."
Fleeing from Sodom is nothing more or less
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than the sinner giving up his old life of sin and
fleeing to the Savior for salvation. The plains
that God told him not to stay on are, wivhout a
dou'bt, the plains of regeneration, or the justified
life. The lesson, with many others, teaches
that it is not God's will for the believer to un-dertake to live Vhe justified life alone very long,
for God told him to not only get out of Sodom, hut He told him not to stay on t'he plains,
and then He added, "Esccrpe to the mountains
lest thou be consumed." The tide of worldliness is so strong today that if a man tries to live
in the average church and do as they do it will
not ·be twelve months until they will have you
back in the old life or hack into Sodom. The
Lord knew that He made provision for us to
have an experience that would enable us to
stand in the face of all kinds of opposi,tion, and
notice this statement, the Lord said if we did
not escape from vhe plains, that we would be
consumed. He was not talking to somebody
in Sodom, he was ;talking to us who have fled
from the old life of sin, or Sodom. So we
see at a glance -that it was not the Lord's will
for us to try to live the life df a complete
tian until we were whol'ly sanctified.
The old life in Sodom represents the life of
a sinner, escaping from the doomed city and
getting out on the plains, is a type of a justified
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life. ·and the escaping to the mountain top is a
type of the sanctified life. It is called the
1

higher life, it is called ·the fullness of rlie blessing, it is called holiness, it is ·called sanctifica..
tion, and it is called perfect love, it is called a
dean heart, it is called the baptism with the
Holy Ghost, it is ·called
crucifixion of the
Old Man. Some call 1it the power for service.
But whatever it may be called, He said, "Escape to the mountain."
There is nothing more lovely than fhe mountain-top liife. Think af it in this light: if there
is any sunshine anywhere it is found on the
mountain top; and again, if there is any pure
air in 1llhe whole country it is found on the
moun:tain top; if a man gets ·sick his doctor will
advise him at once to go to the mountain and
get the fine mountain air. He tells him to go
up to 1the mountain top and get some ozone, and
the poor fellow will ask the doctor to tell him
what ·oz·one is, and the doctor says that it is a
double portion of oxygen. Then he is teaohing
the second blessing to his patients. Well, another way to look at it: if there are such thing.,
as mosquitoes anyWhere in the oountry, they
will be found down on the plaiins; and if there
are any croaking frogs anyw'here in the whole
country, they will be found down on the plains;
but if you will get up and flee to the mountain
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top you will get out of 'hearing of the humming
mosquitoes and alligators. All of these things
go in to make up the life of the unsanctified
Christian. The average Christian is almost annoyed to death with the 'little things of life,
when it is God's will and purpose for him to
live above such things. A drove of mosquitoes
will come in the form of anger and pride and
jealousy and impatience, and the little things
that annoy and hinder the Christian who lives
down on the plain until he has no rest day or
night. But the Lord said, "Escape to the
mountain lest thou be consumed." Brother,
the frogs and hugs of different kinds will consume you if you don't escape.
Again, from the mountain top we get such
a fine view of all the surrounding country.
Just think of it in this ligiht: a man down on
the plains can't see ,anywhere,
a man on
the mountain top can see for hundreds of miles
away, and fhe views from the mountain top are
just lovely. You see far out on the plains that
lie in vhe valley below you if you are on the top
of the great old mountain. I don't wonder that
the I .ord wanted us to push onto the mountain
top and bat/he in the pure and warm sunS1hine
and get a good view of all the world around
about us.
1

1

1
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I can see far doW1n the mountai,n,
W·here I wandered many years;
Oft.en hindered in my journey
By the g:hosts of doubts and fears,
Broken vows and disapp-ointimenitSi,
Thickly sprinkled a:ll 1tihe way,
Buit ,the Spirit led unerring,
To lf:the land I hold today.

Now again look at it in this light: if there
are any clouds and fogs and mist and darkness,
they always hang over the plain. At times the
people down in the plains will have the most
awful storms and the most awful thunder and
lightning you ever heard, and the people on the
mountain top will /have the finest sunshine and
the most lovely weather you ever saw. While
the Christians who live down on the plains of
regeneration fight mosquitoes and listen to the
croaking of the frogs and see the fog and mist.
the mountain-top Christian is delivered from the
whole thing.
It is very seldom that the mountain-top
Christian ever has a doudy day, and so he
smgs:
I am dwelling on t;he mountain,
Wihere the golden ·sun1·ig:ht gl:cams.

There is no comparison on earth between
the Christian down in the plains struggling with
his doubts and fears, and the Christian on the
mountain top with his skies all bright and clear
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and ·the glory of God in his soul and his life hid
with Christ in God and Jesus in all of His
ness and sweetness dwelling in his soul. The
mountain-top Christian has bright sunshine, and
be has pure air ·to brea'tlhe, ·and he has a good
vision of the surrounding country, and he is
away &om the mosquitoes, and aiway from the
frogs, and he is above the fog and mist, and he
very seldom sees a cloud. If you will compare
t'hese things to the life of the aver.age Christan
you will find that the most of them have never
left the plains and they have stayed down there
so long until they don't think they can get away.
If we ask them to come up the mountain with
us, they will tell you that they can't get up the
mountain, and if we offer to help them up they
and while they
will make all kinds of
fight mosquitoes and bull-gnats and dog--flies
and bumblebees and hornets, and grope in the
darknes·s and mist and fog, they will tell you
that they got it all at once.
Yet the Lord said, "Escape to
mountain
lest thou be consumed." The little things of
this life are just about to provoke them to death.
Well, just watch them; they are going to the
mountain top, or they are goini back to old
Sodom, one or the other.

CHAPTER XVIH.
coo's HOLY MOUNTAIN.
As we have been on the beautiful mountain
of the Bible, here is one of the beautiful sayings of the gospel prophet, Isaiah. He seemed
to see things that nobody else saw in his day,
and he said things that nobody else said. Just
listen to him here in chapter 11 :9 : "They shall
not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain,
for the earth shall be full of
knowledge of
the Lord as the waters cover the sea." There
is no way to make a man's language more beautiful than the above. This one verse proves
this man to be inspired, a Spirit""filled man, and
a God-called man, and a God-sent man.
The text is the life of sanicti:fication in the
hearts of the people at some period of the world.
While it is broad enough to take in the whole
world it is so narrow that one man can get the
blessing and live the life and enjoy the experience and teach the doctrine if nobody else in
the country wants it. But he speaks of this
holy mountain, and in this holy mountain he
says that notlhing shall hurt or destroy, and Hien
he adds that the earl1h shaH ·be full of the knowl123
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edge of the Lord as the waters oover the sea,
This reaches out and beyond the community
and marks a day fhat this old world will be
brought into perfect harmony with the principles of the Gospel of the blessed Son of God.
While this is so, the earfh will be covered
wit'h men and women who have been born of
the Spirit and then baptized with
Spirit,
and filled with the fullness of God. There
will ·he no sinners on the earth at that time, and
that is what we all want to see. The only
reason that heaven is heaven is because there's
no sin -there. If sin were in heaven, it would
he no hetter than Chicago or New York, but
thank the Lord, there is one city that IJhe
devil can't control, and never will, for it is the
home of God, and therefore it is the home of
the children of God. That being the case,
rllere is no sin or devil in that beautiful city. If
the reason that heaven is so beautiful is because
there is no sin there, wouldn't tihis country he
just as lovely as heaven if the devil and sin. were
put out O'f it) Well, that is the very thing the
old prophet saw in his wonderful vision, a world
redeemed by the blood of the Son of God,
and delivered from the clutches of a mighty
devil.
There is in the minds of the holy people all
over the country a time in the future referred
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to as the thousand years, or millennium, or the
reign of Christ on the earth, and if this is right,
this is the time rliat the old prophet had in mind
when he saw a world free from danger and delivered from the devil and full of the know} ..
edge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea.
There must be a glorious time in the near fu..
ture for the children of God, for their lives
have been sorely tried.
How many mothers have raisedi sons for no
purpose only the saloon and the gambling
house, and have raised .beautiful daughters for
no puiipose only for the bawdy house, and when
and how can that precious mother ever get revenge out of sin and the devil for her great and
awful los'S I know that some people say she will
be delivered from
devil when she gets to
heaven, but the text says that, "They sball not
hurt nor ·destroy in all his holy mountain," and
that the earth is to be "full df fhe knowledge
of the Lord as the waters cover the sea," and
this earth is not heaven, and heaven is not this
earth, and if this earth is to he the heaven there
is but one way to do it and that is to put the
devil off of this planet, and remove all sin, and
remove all sinners, and then we would have just
what the old prophet saw, a world free from
the deVJ1 and a!I of his subjects.
We all know and rejoice in the fact that
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God has provided a plan of redemption, that
man may be saved from all sin and kept by the
power of God, hut while he is kept he will be
tempted a thousand times in a single week to
do the very thing he knows that if he does do
it will ruin him in two worlds. He has the
tempter to fight and reject day and night, and
if he slows up be goes back to the bottom again,
must do all of his first works over again or be
forever lost. But .the prophet saw a day coming when all will be different. I know that
there is a better day for this old world for it is
described in the blessed old Book. and I
am hungry today to see things c:hanged. and I
am anxious to get into a world where the devil
won't be boss and general manager, and thank
God, I am expecting to get into just such a
world some day as is descriibed in the above
text, a world of glory, a world of love, a world
of kindn·ess and filled with the redeemed of the
Lord. In that day there will be no danger,
for the lion will be as tame as the calf, and the
tiger will be as gentle as the lamb, the serpent
will be as harmless as the beautiful butterfly.
I know :that suoh things are very hard to be·
lieve hy the most o.f the human family, but a
man who bas. ever been toudhed by the Holy
Ghost, is ready to believe all that God says,
and here ia a statement that is so beautiful that
1
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you want to sell out and move over there at
once and if we can't sell we are just about
ready to give away all that we have.
Just listen on:ce more to the voice of the
propihet: "They shall not hurt nor destroy in
all my holy mountain, for the earth shall be
full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters
cover the sea." Now reader, that day has
never been fulfilled yet. It has to this extent,
some few people have received the blesS'ed experience of scriptural holiness, and as far as they
are concerned the world is full of love at least.
But it is very sddom that we can find a family
in which every member is fully saved, and the
few who are fully saved are so tempted and
tried by the devil until they have little time to
enjoy their experience; it takes all of their time
to fight sin and the devil. There is no telling
just what the
would be to them if
they had time from the awful onslaught of the
devil to enjroy vheir experience. But in
present world if we sit down to enjoy our experience for a few days, we will wake up to the
fact that we are backslidden.
We must fight here or die hereafter. The
devil is after us, and if we stop the fight, he
is the winner and we the loser. We sing here
Must I he carried to ·the skies
On fliowery beds ·O·f ease,
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W hiile otthers fought to. win the prize
And sailed through bloody s:eas.
1

The poet recognized the fact that we must
turn or burn, fight or die, one or the other. But
how di.fferent it will be in the world without a
dewl in it, and how different it will be in a
world without sin in it, or a sinner in it. When
you think of the sorrow of heaven and the horror of hell and the ruination of earth, as Bro.
Will Huff used to say, just think of the devil
and you have the key to the whole situa·tion.
But bless God, the old prophet saw a day coming when there will be a world with no devil
in it, and we are looking forward to that great

day.

Amen.

CHAPTER XIX
THE MOUNTAIN TOP OF SIN.

We have heen talking of the mountain-top
life of the saint, and it is surely beautiful.
Nothing on earth to be compared to the life of
full salvation. The life of the sinner is like
the dark, rainy, drizzling night, and the life of
·the justified is like the beautiful moonshine on
a lovely moonlight night, buf the sanctified life
is like the noon hour of a bright sunshiny day.
But for a little while we want to look at the
mountain...top life of sin. If there is a life of
faith and love that God could compare to a
mountain t(\.- of gl ory, fuere must be a life of
sin that would compare to a mountain. While
one has a mountain of glory, and O'f love, and
of peace, and of joy, and of rest, ·the other has
a mountain of sorrow, and sadness. and misery,
and woe, and dissatisfaction, and unrest, and
his condemnation is piled up around him like
a mountain.
He can look back over bis past life and see
many sins that he has committed that look like
hills. and others that look like great mountains
to him. At another time his sins look like an
129
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ocean of black ink, and as he sees them he
gives up all hope and
dorwn into dark
despair. At another time he looks at his sins
and they look like a herd of savage beasts,
every one of them with .fiery eyes just ready to
tear him to pieces. As he listens to their awful
growls the blood will almost freeze in his veins,
and the devil will tell him that there is no hope
for him in the world. At another time his sins
are like a flock of vultures, and they flop their
black, skinny
in his poor face by day
and hy ni•ght, and when he works all day they
will sit over his bed at night, and as he tries to
sleep the devil will give him a few horrible
11i·ghtmares.
As he waikes out of his awful
stupor •the devil will tell him that the thing he
needs is some more drink and that if lhe will
get on one more big drunk his traubles will
all disappear.
Under the delusion of the
devil he goes out to get on another drunk in
order to drown his troubles. Then as he sobers up his sins will crawl around him and over
him and entwine themselves albout him like &
herd of awful serpents, and while the doctor
tells him that it is not real snakes but only the
tremens, the poor man
feel a thousand
awful snakes crawling up his back, and ove.
hia bare body, and while he groans in awful
•tony, ·the Methodisi stewards and Baptist
1
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deacons and the Presbyterian elders have voted
to one of their neighbors what they call high
license, and the bartender sends word up
to the poor fellow with the tremens that he has
a fine supply of the best whiskey that was ever
in town, and that if he could just get down to
his place of business he could fix him up all o.
k. They don't seem to know that the poor
fellow is already fixed up for a home in the pit.
As the poor fellow sobers up, his sins take
another turn on him, and now they are like lead
balls around his neck and are about to pull him
into an awful hell. He sees no way out of his
sins, and up comes the devil and says to him,
"You are mine anyhow and if I were you I
would just go in to have a good time while I
did live; I have got you bound and you know
it, and everybody else knows it. What is the
use in ever trying to reform? You won't hold
out a month. You know that you can't live
a Christian iif you were to try." And the poor
fellow listens to the devil and says, "Well, that
is so and I will never try again to do the right
thing."
So he goes a little deeper into the life of
sin, and now lhis sins are more like worlds than
are 1ike mountains. He can't even see
over the top of them. He can see over the top
of a mountain, but here is a pile of sins that ri1e1
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high that no living man can see over the top
of them. Now despaiT seizes him, and the
next thing you hear of that man will be a funeral over in one end of the town. His sins
were like a mountain, and at the last his sins
were greater than all the others put together.
He dies a murderer at his own hand, and goes
out without one ray of hope.
A life of sin is like the awful storm cloud;
it rises higher and higher and becomes blacker
and blacker, and darker and darker, and at
last it will burst through on the poor victim and
sweep him off ihis feet, and sweep away every
ray of hope and every vestige of manhood.
Now love is gone, and honor is gone. and fam..,
ily is gone, and salvation is gone, and
God is gone, and Christ is gone, and
there is nothing in sig!ht but the Judgment
Day, and be is not ready for that. And the
men who voted the license will give fifty cents
ach to bury him.
50

CHAPTER

XX.

THE SIN THAT REJECTS GOD.

Dear reader, we have come to the place that
it seems to us it would be the thing to take up
the mountain-top sin in a broader sense, or get
down to the root of the matter, and see just
what the mountain-top sin is. And by the
way, we feel led to say that in the dispensation
of the Father the greatest crime that could be
committed was to reject God the Father, and
in the days of the Son of Man the greatest sin
of that age was to reject lihe blessed Son of
God, and under the dispensation of the Holy
Ghost, it is to reject the Holy Ghost.
So we find the three dispensations, that
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ohos't.
In order to get at the sin of
all sins, we will have to take them up in their
natural order, and if we do we shall see the
mountain-t<>p sin, and the sin that eclipses all
other sins.
First, we will go back and look at the dis·
?ensation of the Father and see just what is
the greatest sin in His age. Let the reader remember th.at Ohrist said all manner of sim
1
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shoulid he forgiven unto man but the blasphemy
against the Holy Ghost. Many people have
wondered just what that sin was. Well, when
I get up to it I think I can tell you just what
it is, and I want to make it so plain that you
will understand it all the rest of your life. Now
we will go back and see what a fellow had to
do under the dispensation of the Father to be
a lost man. First, we will notice God's first
warning to man. In Gen. 6:3, we read that
"My Spirit shall not always strive with man."
At a glance you can see that away back when
this old world was young, that if a man acted
in such a way that God's Spirit quit striving
with him, that he was a lost man. Now let's
'look at a number of scriptures that show you
that a man in that age could grieve God away
until he was lost. In II Chron. 36: 14-16:
uMoreover all the chief of the priests and the
people, tr.ansgressed very much after all the
ahominations of the heathen; and polluted the
house of the Lord which he had hallowed in
Jerusalem. And the Lord GocJ. of their fathers sent to them by his messengers, rising up
betimes and sending; because lhe had compassion on his people, and on his dwelling place:
but they mocked the messengers of God. and
despised his words, and misused his prophets,
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until the wrath of the Lord arose against his
people, till there was no remedy."
The reader will notice in the above text God
did all that a gracious heavenly Father could
do, but the people rejected Him and His prophets and rejected His messengers, and misused
them until there was no remedy for them. Here
was their trouble; they were under the dispensation of the Father, and their only hope of
heaven was to go through the kindness bestowed on them by the Father. When they
rejected Him and polluted His house, and
turned their backs on Him, there was no remedy
for them in the world.
It is like this: If I am in a deep pit and my
only hope of ever getting out of there is in one
man, and he comes to help me out and I deliherately reject him, you see at a glance that I
am a doomed man, for there is no hope for me
in the world. At a glance you can see the
condition of rhese people. When they turned
their ha:ck on God the Father until there was
no remedy, what could they do but perish)
The only way to heaven too was to go through
the love and compassion of the Father, and they
reject Him and turn away from Him, and as it
were take the reins in their own hands and make
shlf\wrecks out of themselves and their posterity. No more remedy for the crowd who re-
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jected the Father while they were under His
dispensation.
In connection with this lesson we will look
at some more scriptures. We next notice Prov.
1:24-32: "Because I have callecl, and ye refused; I have stretched out my hand. and no
man regarded;
ye have set at naught all
my counsel and would none of my reproofs; I
also will laugh at your calamity and mock when
your fear cometh, when your fear cometh as
desolation, and when distress and anguish cometh upon you. Then shall you call upon me,
but I will not answer; they shall seek me early,
but they shall not find me: for that they hated
knowledge; and did not choose the foar of the
Lord: they would none of my counsel, they de·
spised all my reproof. Therefore shall they
eat of the fruit of their own ways and be filled
with their own devices. For the turning away
of the simple shall slay them, and the prosperity
of fools shall destroy them.''
Now reader, it would take all of your time
for rhe next ten days to try to go into details
and
this Jong quotation, but we can see
at a glan·ce that all of the aibove is a record
the people who rejected God the Father and
were cut off from their hope of heaven. Un...
der the dispensation of the Father, the only
Lope of heaven was to go through the Father.
1
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lnd when a people rejected rlle Father, there
was no hope for them, and they were cut off
without a ray of hope to hang over their doomed souls, but darkness would settle down over
them and they had no God. For when they
rejected the Father there was no one else to
take His place. They were hopelessly lost, for
we hear the Father say, "Because I have called
and ye refused, and I stretched out my hand
and no man regarded, but ye have set at naught
all my counsel and would none of my reproof.
I also will laugh at your calamity and mock
when your fear cometh."
Thi:; is one of the most fearful statements in
the Old Testament. Of course I don't suppose that it literally means that the great God
would really laugh at the damnation of a lost
soul, but when the poor souls are passing out
into outer darkness, and no hope in sight, and
no God to call on and no one to lean on, and
in the awful agony of the lost soul they call on
God, but they have treated Him with such contempt that while they cry for mercy, God does
not listen to their awful sad cry. They had
their day, but said "No" to God the Father,
and when they rejected God the Father the
had no claim on the Son or the Holy Spirit.
They were offered heaven by the love and
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kindness o·f the Father, and they became Go&
rejecters.
In proof of the fact that they ·cut themselves
off, we hlrn now and read in Jer. 7: 13-15,
"And now because ye have done all these works
sayeth the Lord, and I spake unto you rising
up early and speaking, but ye heard not, and I
called you, hut ye answered not; tlierefore will
I do unto this house which is called by my name
I
wherein ye trusted, and unto the place
gave to you and to your fathers as I have done
to Shiloh, and I will cast you out o-f my !ight
as I have ·cast out all your brethren, even the
whole seed of Ephraim; therefore pray not thou
for this people, neither lift up cry nor prayer .for
them, neither make intercession to me, for I will
not hear thee." Now reader here is a class of
people who grieved God and rejected God. and
acted in such a way ·that the Lord even asked
the people to not pray for them, for He said,
"I will not !hear thee." Notice here just what
He said aibout it: "Therefore, pray not thou
for this people, neither lift up cry nor prayer
for them, for I will not bear thee."
It would seem from reading the alhove text
that a people can grieve the Lord until it is a
real source of dissatisfaction to Him to even
listen to anybody pray for them. The reader
will remember that the Lord reproved Samuel,
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the best man in Israel in his day, for mourning
over King Saul after He had rejected him and
removed him from the kingship of Israel. The
Lord said to Samuel, "How long wilt thou
mourn for Saul, seeing that I have rejected him
from reigning over Israel." See 1 Sam. 16 : 1.
If the Lord can be so misused and mistreated
and so rejected and so despised and set at
naught and snubbed and laughed at and mocked
that He will leave the man forever, and if it be
distasteful to the Lord to even hear the man's
name called, and all of the above soriptures
say that it can, don't you s·ee at a glance that
There is no
the fellow is a doomed
hope in the universe for such a man. Just
think of it, the Book says that a fellow can go
so far that the Lord won't listen to his prayers
and won't even listen to the man's friends as
they pray for him. The Lord said don't even
lift up cry or prayer for them or make intercessions for them, for I won't hear you. So you
see the man has put hims·elf out of God's reach,
so far as love and mercy are concerned.
Now we are beginning to see what it means
to sin against the Holy Ghost. A man can
reject the Father until he is lost, and under the
they did tliat very
dispensation of the F
thing, and they were cut off in their sins without
one ray of hope and wi thout one glimmer of
1
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mercy left to them. and all you have to do io

blaspheme the Holy Ghost is to treat Him in
His dispensation as these people did the Father
in His dispensation. No one act of sin is the
sin against the Father, or no one act of sin is
the sin against the Son, or no one act of sin is
the sin against the Holy Ghost. But one continual, long drawn out stubborn rejection of the
Father, settled it with them forever and ever;
no hope in their skies.
Well now, we tum to the prophecy of Zech.
7: 11-13, and read a few verses. "But they
refused to hearken and pulled away the shoulder and stopped their ears that ·they should not
hear; yea, t'hey made their hearts as an adamant stone lest they should ·hear the law and the
words which the Lord of hosts has sent in his
spirit by the former prophets. Therefore came
a great wrath from the Lord of hosts. Therefore it came to pass that as ·he cried they would
not hear. So ·they ·cried, and I would not hear
saith the Lord of hosts."
Now the reader will see a class of people
here who the Lord said stopped their ears in
order that they might not hear the law, and
that they would not listen to the Spirit that was
sent to them by the Lord through the former
prophets, and he goes on to say ·that they made
their hearts as an adamant stone. Now folks,
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don•t you see rhat there is no hope for a man
with his heart as hard as an adamant stone and
And at the same time He
his ears
says of them that they turned away their shoulder; that is. they turned away with a kind of
sneer and turned up the lip and turned up their
nose and ·gave their head a toss and raised their
shoulder as a sort of defiance to the God of
Israel. And they refused to hearken, so the
Lord says. We get a glance of them and we
see at once that there is no hope, for they are
in the dispensation of the Father, and the dispensation of the Son lhas not been inaugurated,
and it is far off to the dispensation of the Holy
G'host, and the only one to deal with is the
Father, and they have turned away from the
Law and would not hearken to it; they have
turned away from the prophets and will not
hear them; and they have turned away from
the Father, and will not hear Him, and have
stopped up their ears and refused to hear, and
have made their hearts as an adamant stone;
so of course there is no hope.
Now what is to become of them?• Well,
fhey are as much lost as if they were already
in the pit. God is out of their thoughts, and
of course if He is they are without hope. Don't
you see t'hat a man with a heart like an adamant stone can't think of feeling or loving or
1
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Don't you know
that a rock can't do the service of the God

giving or shouting or

These men had become stones, and

were rejected because they had rejected God.

CHAPTER XXI.
REJECTING GOD THE SON.

We have now come to the second stage of
rejection. We are in search for the reason that
men are lost. If God can't save a sinner (and
we see rhat the sinner is not saved), there must
be a reason for it, and the ·trouble must be with
the man, and not with the Lord. In our la:d
chapter we noticed that men rejected God the
Father and were lost and now for awhile we
want to see if we can find out why they were
lost under the dispensation of the Son.
We all know thait God loved sinners, and
we all know that Christ died for sinners. Now
if those are facts, and we all know rhey are,
there must be a ground for God the Father and
God the Son turning away from a lost man and
turning him into an awful hell. But we read
in John's Gospel 1: 10, 11: "He was in the
world, and the world was made 'by him, and
the world knew him not. He came unto his
own and bis own received him not." Here is
one key that will unlock the door and let you
get a peep into
real condition of things.
Now reader, remember that the dispensation
143
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of the Father is now past, and the dispensation
of the Son is now inaugurated, and men now
are to reach the Father through the Son. They
can't go direct to the Father, for the Son is
now the link between God and man. You
come to Christ and ask Him how to get to the
Father, and you hear Him say, "No man cometh to the Father, but by me; I am the door."
That means if you get in by me you will have
to come in by me and if you don't come in by
me you don't get in at all. Then we have just
read that He came to
own and His own
received Him not; now reader, if He came to
His own and His own received Him not, what
is to •become of
Tihe Holy Ghost has
not yet 'been given, for the Son of Man has not
yet been glorified, and the dispensation of the
Father is now a thing of the past. The Father,
so to speak, has had His day and age, and has
passed off of the stage of action and has withdrawn Himself from the public and is now retired behind the curtains of time, and has put
His well beloved Son on the stage of action.
Now he waits to see whether or not we will
receive Him, and with all the love of a great
God and all the love of a tender Father, He
watches to see just what we will do for we remember that when the Son was baptized at
Jordan, the voice came from heaven, "This is
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my Son, hear him." And now it is hear Him
or hear nobody, for the Father only works for
us through the blessed Son.
Now if you will turn to the 4th Chapter of
St. Luke's Gospel you will there have the record of the first sermon that ithe Son of God
ever preached, and we will see just how they
received it, and what effect it had on them,
and see whether or not it was received or rejected. Please read the 28th and 29th verses.
HAnd all they in the synagogue, when they
heard these things, were filled with wrath, and
rose up and thrust him out of the ci.ty, and led
him unto the brow of the hill whereon their
city was 1built, that they might cas't him down
headlong." If ,the only hope of heaven fur
these people is through the blessed Christ, and
we know that it is, and here is the record of His
first sermon, and they are ,filled with wrath and
desire to drag Him from the synagogue to the
top of the hill and cast him headl·ong, on what
grounds do you think vhey will ever get to
,leaven?
It is to go to heaven ·through Christ or not go
at all. What bright hope do you see in the
future for that crowd) Their hope of heaven
is in Christ, and now they have rejected Him,
and not only .that, lbut .the desire of their hearts
is to kill Him and get Him out of the way.
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They watch Him and try every way in the
world to get some clue at Him in order that
they might put Him to death. No doubt but
that they talked much of going to heaven; and
what kind of a place would heaven be, if a set
of murderers could get into it.
We read again in Matthew and Mark and
Luke of the Master crossing the Sea of Galilee
and coming to the country of the Gadarenes.
There He found a man with a legion of devils
in him. and we read that he was a terror to the
whole country. He had broken jail and broken off chains and fetters and stayed out in the
tombs, and cut himself with the stones, and he
was so devil-possessed that no man could go
where he was. The Master went over and
saved the fellow, and When the people of the
city came out the man was clothed in his right
mind and was sitting at the Master's feet. It
looks like the whole country would have gone
forward for prayer. Well, letts see if they
did. Read in Mark 5 : 17: "And they began
to pray him to depart of out of .their coast.,.
Now the reader will see at a glance that there
was no hope of that crowd on the face of the
earth. They were lost. When :the Son of
God got into the boat there was a whole country of Ohrist rejecters as much lost as they can

ever be.
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Again we read in the 12th Chapter of Matthew of a man whom the Lord God healed on
the Sahbath Day and now lo01k at the 14th
verse and you will see the results and the reward He got for His good deed. "Then the
Pharisees went out and held a council against
him how they might destroy him." Brofuer,
or sister, you are a man or a woman of good
judgment, and you know that these Pharisees
were living at that time in the dispensation of
the blessed Christ, and the only hope of heaven
is in Christ, and now they have just gone out
and held a council against Him that they might
put Him to death. He has just said, "No man
cometh to the Fa:ther hut by me. I am the door,"
and what hope is there of those Pharisees? If
they are not lost there is no such thing as a man
ever being lost. So many people are concerned about the sin against the Holy Ghost. Well,
it is enough to make a man tremb'le &om the
top of his head to the end of his toe. But while
it is ·true, the man who sins against the Holy
Ghost is a lost man, he isn't any worse lost
than the man who sins against the Son of Man
until tlhe Christ !has cut him off and appoint
him his portion among the hypocrites and unbelievers. If a man cuts himself off from the
Father or the Son or the Holy Ghost until he
ia lost, it don't change the
a bit in die
9
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world which one he rejected. He is a lost
man, and a lost man is a lost man, don't you
I could pile up Scripture here all day to
show that the blessed Son of God was rejected,
but you know it as well as I do. If you will
tum and look at the betrayal of the Son of God
by Judas and then look at His arrest and trial
and conV1iction and see the mOb on His trail
as He was sent r.rom the hall of Pilate to the
hall of Herod, and see the awful mob and hear
them s'hout "Let his blood be on us and our
children. Give us Barabbas and let Christ be
crucified." Get Him out of the way; we
don't want to hear His preaching any longer.
He says repent or perish, and we don't want to
•n
repent. H ·e says, uye must iLb
ue om agam,
but we don't want to be horn again. He says,
"Ye must be holy or ye ·can't see God," but
we don't want to 1be holy, we want to be unholy, in .fact, we are tired of Him; kill Him
and get Him out of the way.

CHAPTER XXII.
REJECTING GOD THE HOLY GHOST.

We have now come to •the scriptures that
teach that a man may blaspheme the Holy
Ghost and 1he forever lost. There is, and always has 'been and probably always will he, a
great deal of talk about sin against the Holy
Ghost, .and thousands of people wonder by day
and by night what the sin against the Holy
Ghost is, and ·they seem to think it is some one
ad that they might commit and not know just
what they had done and juist when i·t was done,
and finally ihe 'lost, ihut those are not the real
facts in the case at aU.
It is ·true ithat the Son of God says there is
no forgiveness for the blasphemy against the
Holy Ghost, but that don',t
that it is any
worse to sin a•gainst the Holy Ghost than it is
·fo sin a'gainst the Father. Here is the ·idea:
There was a time when men. dealt with the Fa"1.er and were under His dispensation, and
wlhen they rejected Him they were lost, world
wtih·ouit en<l. Then the blessed Son of God
came on the stage of action, and His dispensation began, and they rejected Him and were
149
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lost and went to hell in solid platoons. Then
the Son passed from the stage of action and now
the Father and Son in their council chambers
of the skies arrange .to give man one more
chance, so they sent the blessed Holy Ghost into
the world and He enters upon His dispensation.
Now tthink of it in this light: The Father
has had His dispensation and has passed off
the stage and sat down in His own council
chamber, and the blessed Son came onto the
stage of life and was rejected and put ·to death,
and so He passed off of ·the stage of action,
and now the Holy Ghost comes to the rescue
of fallen man. Now, the only way to reach
the Father or the Son either one, is by or through
lfhe 'blessed Holy Ghost. Don't you see at a
glance if He is rejected and grieved and blasphemed that the man is left here in .this world
without one ray of hope) For ,the Father is
gone, and the Son is gone, and now we have
grieved away die Holy Ghost and He is gone,
and t'he entire Godhead has been offended and
rejected and there is no power in the universe
of God ro readh man'is caise. Wib.en we see
the facts as they really are, we are not
to hear the blessed Son of Cod giving out these
awfu 1 warnings to man not to sin against the
Holy Chost, for He knew that if they did
that, they were lost forever.
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We want to look at a few of the scriptures
that give such awful warnings and see if we are
rig'ht in our conclusions, and we think that we
are. First, we look at Mabt. 12 :31. "Therefore, I say unto you, all manner o·f sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto men, but the hlasphemy against the Holy Ghost shall not be
forgiven unto men." Here is one scripture
rthat shows if a man commits tliis crime or this
sin he is a lost man, but don't you see ·that 'he
is not any worse hy sinning against ·the Holy
Ghost than he was when he sinned against the
Father until he was lost) Don' t you remember that we have just
you in one of the
preceding chapters that the people sinned agains·t
the Father and rejected Him and mocked His
prophets and shut their ears and made their
hearts as an adamant stone) And the Book
says that God's wrath was kindled against them
until there was no remedy. Now in the above,
we have .tlie picture of a man sinning a·gainst the
Holy Ghost until there is no remedy. Now
reader, I ask you w!hich one is the worst off if
they are both rejected and lboth cut off from
heaven and both are doomed to ·an eternity of
night and despair? There is no difference in
the two men in the world; both 1ost. One rejected the Father and blasphemed the Father
until he was lost, and the other rejected the
1
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Holy Ghost and hlasphemed the Holy Ghost
until he was lost.
But we turn and read some more scripture
on this awful subject. We notice St. Mark's
Gospel, 3rd Chapter and read the 28th, 29th
and 30th verses. "Verily I say unto you all sins
shall he forgiven unto the sons of men, and
blasphemies Wherewith soever they shall blaspheme, but he that shall hlaspheme against the
Holy Ghost hath never forgiveness, but is in
danger of eternal damnation; because they said
be hath an unclean spirit."
Now dear reader, because the blessed Son
of God said in tihe above scripture that if a man
blasphemed the Holy Ghost that he had never
forgiveness, they seem to think that it was worse
to sin against the Holy Ghost than it was to sin
against the Father or the Son, and there are one
or two passages of scripture that would seem to
teach that doctrine, ·but if it was properly understood it don't teach it at all. But here is the
idea: As we are in the last dispensation there
is no hope of the man when he has separated
himself from the Father and the Son, and now
blasphemed tire Holy Ghost. There is no way
on the face of the earth for thart man to ever
get to God, for he has closed every avenue be·
tween ·himself and God, and is lost, because he
has grieved away the Holy Ghost. Many good
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people seem to think that the blasphemy agaim;t
·llhe Holy Ghost is some one act that a man
might accidentally commit and probably not
know just what he had done, or just when he
had die thing; but that is not the idea at all.
Here is the real Bihle meaning of the Scrip·
ture: The blessed Holy Ghost comes to the
man and offers to take him to Christ, and lead
him through the world, and lead him out of
sin rinto eternal life, and die man deliherately
rejects the blessed Holy Ghost and grieves Him
away, and for the time being tJhe Holy Ghost
goes and leaves the man to himself. After a
time He returns, and the man is convicted again,
and this time the Holy Spirit struggles with
Him, and the struggle is a desperate one1 but
finally the man is victorious and succeeds in
driving the Holy Ghost away. Then ihe lhas
hardened his heart much harder than it was
before, and he begins to laugh at the idea of a
preadher scaring him with the graveyard, or
with his hell, as he calls it. Now he can sit up
and tell you that no man can move lhim, and he
seems to think that he is now much smarter
than the average man, and is free from all
these weaknesses that the average man is troubled wi1th.
But the Holy Ghost hasn't given him up yet,
and finally the blessed Holy Ghost comes to see
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him a81flin, and the struggle is something awful.
The man fights and the Holy Ghost struggles
with him, and the man becomes so restless until
he is afraid to go to sleep at night, and he wonders if he will have to yield. But the devil is
there in all of his mighty power, and with all
of his lies and deceitfulness !he ·brings to bear
on the mind of the man rthat it will ruin him for
this world if he surrenders to Christ and there
will 1be no more happiness for him in this world:
that he will ;be all tied down with preachers,
and that he can't go to ithe circus or the theatre
or the race course any more if he gets religion.
The devil is so shrewd that he makes that poor,
deceived man believe that no worse calamity in
the world oould come on him than to become
a Ohristian. The Holy Ghost struggles on and
the man puts up the fight of his life, but finally
the Holy Ghost says, "Well, I will let him
alone. He is joined to his idols." That man
comes out more than a conqueror and succeeds
in driving the Holy Ghost away one time more.
Now just think of that man's condition.
There is no way in the universe to make lhis case
worse than it is. He can laugh now all he
pleases at the weakness of his neighbors, but ·the
man is doomed. He can walk about, but his
face looks like a tombstone. Now he can tell
you that he is beyond graveyard stories of the
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weak minded preachers, and as to their hell
that they preach about, he takes no stock in any
such stuff as hell and judgment days. The
devil tells him that he has a long life before him
and much happiness. He is not bothered witlh
the preachers, has no trouhle with the Spirit of
God to dog his 1:ra.cks, and he is a free man to
do as he pleases. The poor man goes on as
completely lost as if he were in the pit. The
devil whispers to him that no preacher can
scare him now, and the deluded soul chuckles
in his sleeve tlhat he has defied the God of heaven, and has rejected the Son of God, and the
Holy Ghost don't bother him any more. Now
he iis delivered from all of this tomfoolery albout
·getting religion, and he goes on to the Judgment
Day a God-forgetter, and a Ohrist-desprser,
and a Holy Ghost-rejecter.
Now brother, we have before us a man wlho
has blasphemed the Holy Ohost and who is
as much lost as if he were already damned. We
have before us a man who is damned and is
still above ground. There is no use in the
world for you to tell the people that you
know what the sin against the Holy Ghost is,
for the rejeoting of the Holy Ghost is without
doubt the sin that we have heard so much talk
about. Don't you see that the man is without
one ray of hope, and don't you see that there
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is no power in t!he world now that can bring that
man to God the Father, or to the blessed Son
of God?• The Spirit is now grieved away and
there is D'O power on the face of ithe earth that
can reach that man's case.
Now we turn and .read a lesson from St.
Luke's Gospel, 12: 10,, and you will see that it
is the same as the rest. Notice how it reads:
"And whosoever shall speak a word against
the Son of Man it shall be forgiven him, but
unto him that blasphemeth against the Holy
Ghost, it shall not be forgiven." Here is the
above idea: You may speak against the Son
of God and ·find pardon, but when you have
sinned a·gainst the Holy Ohost until He leaves
you, there is no other court of appeal. You
have cut the last slhore line from the whole
Trinity, and now you are dri£ting, and the longer you drift the further you go, and the harder
you become, and the more you become like the
devil in your heart and na·ture. Of course,
when He said that if you speak a:gainst the Son
of Man that it shall .be forgiven, He did not
mean to teadh there that it was not a sin to do
it, and a sfo tlhat wiH damn the soul if it is not
repented of, for we read in the 9th Chapter of
Luke and the 9th verse: "But he ·that denieth
me before men shall be denied ibefore the angels
of God," so this verse shows us that we can't
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sin a·ga:inst the Son of God and not pay the
penalty, and shall suffer and forfeit our right to
heaven. But the devil has been telling the
folks for the last twenty-five years to my knowledge that the sin against the Holy Ghost was
something altogether different from other sins,
when right there in Luke's Gospel in the 10th
verse He shows us that if we blaspheme the
Holy Ghost that we are lost, and we think that
is a great mystery, but right there in the same
chapter and in the 9th verse He tells us that if
we deny the Son of Man before men, that He
will deny us before the angels of God. One
is as fatal as the other. Here are the real facts
in the case: Under the dispensation of the Father, if we rejected Him until He forsook us,
we were lost. And a lost man is a lost man,
it makes no difference if it was five thousand
years ago or last year; ill-le sin of rejection will
have the same effect on the rejecter at any age
of the world or in any dispensation.
We now turn to the fiirst Epistle of Jaim
and read 5 : 16: "If any man see his brother
sin a sin which is not unto death he shall ask
and he shall give him life for them that sin not
unto death. There is a sin unto death. I do
not say that ye shall pray for it." Now reader,
in the above scripture we have two classes of
sin 9J)oken >0f; one i1 the 1in of wrong doing.,
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which may lbe pardoned if confessed aiu:I
saken, while the other is the sin against the Holy
Ghost, which implies that t!he man has ..grieved
away the Holy Spirit until He is gone. Of
course if ·he is in such a condition as that, there
is no use praying for him, for he has said "No"
to the Spirit so often until the Spirit has left him
and 'there is no hope for t!he fellow. John calls
it the sin unto death, and of course we see at a
glance that John is right.
When a man sinned against the Father until
He left him, that man away back down the
ages had done the same thing; he had sinned
tlhe sin unto death. But all sins are not of that
dharacter; a sin against the Lord may be for·
given, and a sin against the Holy Ghost may be
forgiven, and a sin against your fellowman may
be forgiven, but wihen any sin is persisted in un·
til the Spirit leaves you, you are a lost man, it
makes no difference as to what the sin is.
I believe a man can persist stealing cattle un·
til God is so grieved that he is a lost man, or a
man may persist in robbing trains and banks
until that man is hopelessly lo·st, and I think that
a man can persist in killing men until he is a lost
man, and on the other hand I think a man might
to
steal a cow and go to God and conf
bi·s ·crime, and pay the man for the cow, and go
to heaven,
same as if he had committed any
1
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other crime. On the other hand a man might
kill a man and go to God and find sweet peace
and pardon and go to heaven shouting. But
don'1t you see that is not the sin of persistent
Any of the ahove sins are sins of wrong doing
and will damn as sure as the blasphemy againat
the Holy Ghost if persisted in and not forsaken,
but they may be forsaken and confessed and
repented of, and the man may find peace and
pardon, and go to heaven a !happy man. Any
form of known sin is in violation of Goers law
and will damn the sinner if it is not repented

of.

Now reader, we want to turn and look at a
few scriptures in the Epistles of St. Paul and

see just what he says about grieving the Holy
Ghost. We turn first and read I Thes. 4: 7. 8:
For God has not called us unto uncleanness, but
unto holiness. He therefore ,that rejects not
man, hut God who has also given unto us His
Holy Spirit." In the King James version it
reads that, "He that despises, despises not man
ibut God," but in the Revised version it reads,
"He that rejecteth, rejedeth not ma·n, but
God."
I quote the a!hove to s·how you that a man
may reject the Holy Ohost even after he is a
converted man, and thousands of them haYe
done it already. There is not a day but what
1
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some Christian repects the blessed Holy Ghost.
Today if all the churches were to receive the
Holy Ghost and let Him have His way with
them, there would be notlhing on the face of the
earth that would be in our way, but we would
sweep on and out beyond anywhere that we
have ever been yet. Revivals would break out
all over the land and the shouts of the
The tidal
would be something wonderful.
waves of glory would roll all over this land of
ours, and we would do more in the next few
years tlhan we have done since the day of Pen..
tecos·t.
We turn and read another verse in this Epistle from the 5th chapter and 19th verse. It is
not a long verse, but it tells as much as if it were
ten feet long. Notice it: "Quench not the
Spirit." Just four words, but it is a warning
nevertheless, and sometimes the most awful and
fearful warnings are not the longest. When
the Lord says "Come," we had better come, and
when He says "Go," we had better go, and
when He says, "Wlhoa," we had better whoa.
A warning is a warning, and as to the length
of the warning, ·that has nothing to do with it at
all. May you and I hear the voice of God,
and when He says to us, "Quench no't the Spirit," we had better not quench it for if we do we
are as hopelessly lost as if we were already in
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the tomb. There are plenty of men in this
country whom the Lord can't do any more with
than he can a dead man. A man in the tomb
is no deader to the voice and will of God than
plenty of living men, and yet they don't seem
to 'he alarmed about their condition, and the
people wonder and are amazed at it. \Vell, it
is no mystery. A dead man never becomes
alarmed; he is beyond the reach of the tender
love of a loving heavenly Fatlher. He is a
dead man, and a bound man, and an entomhed
man, and a putrified man, and a man in that
condition don't feel or desire to become acquainted with :the great God who has done so
much for him. It is all over with him now, for
be has quenched the Holy Spirit until He has
taken His everlasting flight
We will tum to another scriphtre and see if
we can ,get some more light on Vhe subject.
We now turn to Paul's letter fo
Ephesians,
4 :30: "And grieve not the Holy Spirit of
God wherehy ye are sealed unto the day of redemption." Here the Apostle tells us that we
can grieve the Holy Spirit un·til we are sealed,
and of course if that is true we see at a glance
that a man can fix himself in such a condition
that he is lost while he is still living. The
Apostle gives ·a word of warning here to all
men. both saint and sinner, and showe ua in
1
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diese few words that we, as sinners, may sin
against the Holy Ghost until we are lost, and
that the child of God may sin against the Holy
Ghost untii he is lost. The Holy Ghost has
all to do with our salvation that is done here in
tlhis world. The office
of the Holy Ghost
is to convict the sinner and lead him to the
blessed Christ, and the work of the Holy Ghost
is to lead the regenerated man to the Lord for
the blessed experience of sanctification, and just
as truly as the sinner can say "No" to the blessed Holy Ghost and pull back, the regenerated
man can pull back and say "No" to the blessed
.H!oly Ghost and keep that up until he has
grieved Him forever away. Although he once
was saved he is now lost and on his way to the
pit of despair and the world of outer darkness.
But we will tum and see the reading of another scripture on this remarkable sufbject. We
tum next to Acts 7: 5 l : "Ye stiffnecked and
uncircumcised in heart and ears, ye do always
resist the Holy Ghost; as your fathers did so do
ye.'' Here now, the martyr StePhen was talking to bis murderers just before they had put him
to death, and he charges
and their fathers
of being guilty of die same crimes, that of resisting the Holy Ghost, and he called them the
stilfnecked and uncircumcised in lheart and ears,

ancl aaid that "Ye do always reaist the Holy
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Ghost." He shows that ·they were a set of re•
sisters, and a set of rejecters, and he said, ye
always do this thing. Now that proves to us
that they had other opportunities and that they
had rejected them, and tlha·t they had kept it up
until he called them a set of stiffnecked resisters.
They had kept it up until they were case-hardened and sin-cursed and devil-ridden and hellbound. He said they were uncircumcised both
in heart and in ears, and that they and their fathers had all heen rejecters of God and Christ
and tlhe Holy Ghost. They are the same crowd
that we read about in Hosea 5 :6 and in II.
Chron. 36 : 14-16, and J er. 7 :·13-16, and Zech.
7: 11-13, and Prov. 1:23-32, and many other
scriptures that we could refer you to, bu·t ·time
and space will forbid it.
We can read the aJbove scriptures and see
what the Father had to contend with in His day,
and then •turn to the New Testament and see
just what the Son of God had to contend with
in His day, and now we have just read a number
of scriptures to slhow that the Holy Ghost could
be grieved, and d1at He could be resisted, and
that He could be quenched, and that He could
be blasphemed, and He could be sinned against.
Now I don't think I could make it any plainer rlian I ihave. Just keep in your mind that
under the dispensation of the Father ·they could
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sin against Him until they were lost. and then
keep in your mind that under the dispensation of
the Son of God tlhey could reject Him until they
were lost, and now we are under the dispensation of the Holy Ghost and we can resist Him
in the same way that they did the Father. and
that He is very loving and tender, and easy to
offend and to grieve, a1I1d that if we will obey
Him and His blessed will that He will deal
with us as tenderly as a mother will with her
babe on her bosom. But if we tum Him down
and grieve Him and resist Him and quenclh Him
and drive Him from us we aTe the eternal losers
and damned
ground. The Lord pity us.
When the blessed Holy Ghost is forever gone,
how sad the man and how horrible the condition. It would have been better for •that man
had he never 1been hom. See wha:t he has
missed, and see what he has lost, and see where
he is to stay all through a never ending eternity.
Ho sinner ! you may .be drifting over the dead
line tonight.

